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What’s New in this Guide
Chapter 3

This table lists the changes made in the last six releases of this document:
Release

Changes

November 2016

• Clarified the values for LIVE CONNECT in the Call Log report.

July 2016

• Added information about new reporting fields (Missed Calls, Missed Calls Returned, Time to Return Missed
Calls) and added DID Ringing to the State field in the Agent Data Source.
• Added information about new data fields (Engage Status, Media Source, Media Subtype, Chat Accepted, Chat
Rejected, Decision Time, Engaged, Preview Engaged, Preview Time, Proactive offers, Video Time, and
Withdrawn) associated with the Text data source: Description of the Columns in the Text Data Source.

May 2016

• Added information about new reports available in the following categories: Multichannel Reports.
• Added information about new data source: Description of the Columns in the Text Data Source.

January 2016

vi

• Updated definitions for First Contact Timestamp, Creation Contact Timestamp, and Time to First Contact: List
Data Source.
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What’s New in this Guide

Release

Changes

October 2015

• Changed the definitions of Handle Time in the data source tables:
– Agent Data Source
– Call Log Data Source
– Call Segment Data Source
– IVR Data Source
– Campaign Statistics
– Call Details (Call Log)
• Added details to the definition of Contacted in the Data Source tables:
– Call Log Data Source
– Call Segment Data Source
– List Data Source

June 2015

• Changed reference for Live Party Connect, which the correct term: Call Log Data Source.
• Added details to the descriptions for Service Level and Speed of Answer fields.
– ACD Queue Data Source
– Call Log Data Source
– Call Segment Data Source

vii
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Chapter 1

Five9 Dashboard and Report Catalog Overview

The Five9 Dashboard and Report Catalog provides information you can use to define dashboards and reports to monitor and
report statistics about your contact center. Reports provide an historical view so that you can assess the performance of your
campaigns and agents against established Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and service level agreements (SLAs) for voice and
social media channels. Dashboards allow you to display real-time data about SLAs and KPIs. Detailed information about the
dashboard widgets, types of reports and the data sources for those reports will help you define and create the reports you need to
manage your business.
Report Categories
Dashboard Widget Categories
Dashboard Charts Available
Data Sources

Report Categories
Standard Reports
Custom Reports
Scheduled Reports
Recent Reports
Canned Reports
Social Reports
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Dashboard Widget Categories

Dashboard Widget Categories
VCC Widgets

SoCoCare Widgets

• ACD Status

• Agents SLA

• Top Sources By Sentiment

• Agent Idle Time

• Clusters Summary

• Top Voices

• Agent Service Level

• Groups SLA

• Trending Topics

• Agent Statistics

• Outreach Summary

• Volume Trend

• Call Time by Agent Group

• Profile Summary

• Workload Summary

• Campaign Handled vs Abandoned

• Spam Summary

• Inbound Campaign Statistics
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Five9 Dashboard and Report Catalog Overview

Dashboard Charts Available

Dashboard Charts Available
• Speedometer Charts
• Line Charts
• Cluster Bar Charts
• Stacked Column Charts
• Grid Charts

Data Sources
All activity of your Five9 Virtual Contact Center (VCC) is recorded and stored in a database. The data from this database is
compiled to provide standard data sources from which to create dashboards and build reports. The data can be extracted,
exported, and viewed with the help of reports and dashboard widgets. Each report is generated by a special predefined query to
the database. The query extracts needed data and displays it an organized set of tables and charts that are grouped and sorted by
defined criteria. The standard data sources provide the measurements for report categories available in VCC.
•
•
•
•
•
•

ACD Queue
Agent Statistics
Call Log
Call Segment
Campaign Statistics
Contacts

•
•
•
•
•
•

Do Not Call (DNC)
Interactive Voice Response (IVR)
List
Multi-channel
Visual IVR
Worksheet

When you create custom reports, you will select from these same data sources to create your reports. Likewise, the dashboard
widgets you select for the dashboards you create use these same data sources to provide the real-time metrics you monitor.
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Chapter 2

Dashboard Widgets

The Dashboard provides you with key statistics to help you manage your contact center. You may add as many widgets as you want
to any user-defined dashboard. The Dashboard widgets report metrics based on Service Level Agreements (SLAs) and Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) collected from your campaigns and agents’ interactions with contacts.The dashboard widgets are
categorized as either Textual Media or Voice Media widgets.
Example dashboards are provided that you can use as templates to create your own custom dashboards and include in them the
widgets that are relevant to your business. The data points shown in the widgets of these examples are chosen at random. The
system dashboards cannot be modified, but you can copy them to start your own custom dashboards. The System Dashboards are
• Multichannel Supervisor
• Voice Channel Supervisor
• Text Channel Supervisor
The widgets included in these example dashboards use random data points for illustration. To see the data points important to
your business, you need to create custom dashboards and specify the parameters for each widget you want to use. For example, in
the Campaign Handled vs Abandoned Calls widget, you specify up to five campaigns to include in the KPI metric. For guidelines to
create custom dashboards, refer to Five9 Dashboards and Reports User Guide.
Continue with this reference catalog to learn about the widgets you can use:
Core Metrics for Textual Interactions
Five9 Textual Media Dashboard Widgets
Voice Media Dashboard Widgets
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Dashboard Widgets

Core Metrics for Textual Interactions

Core Metrics for Textual Interactions
This illustration shows the core metrics used to calculate Group SLAs and Agent KPIs for social, email, and chat interactions.

5

Interaction Segment

Segment Description

Start Time

Begins when the textual item (social post, chat, or email) enters the queue. Note that there may be
delays between the time an author posts the item (the publish date) and when it becomes active in the
queue. Delays can be a result of network traffic, connection speeds, and more. The publish date is not
necessarily reflective of when the agent actually received the post to engage.

Queue Time

(Group SLA metric) Begins when a text-based item enters the queue (Start Time). Queue Time spans from
Start Time until the item is either automatically assigned or manually selected by an agent.
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Interaction Segment

Core Metrics for Textual Interactions

Segment Description (Continued)
Average Queue Time (AQT)– (Group SLA metric) The average time for all text items entering the queue
until they are either automatically assigned or manually selected by an agent.
Maximum Queue Time (MQT)– (Group SLA metric) Represents the longest time for a text item to be
assigned or manually selected by an agent. If this metric is unusually high for an extended period of time,
an overall service level problem might need to be addressed for that group.

Time of Assignment

The time stamp when a textual item is assigned to an agent or manually selected.

First Response Time

First response times are calculated for groups and for individual agents. Calculated from Start Time until
the first outreach response is sent. First response is likely different for various text engagements.
Twitter – initial response to a question received from a Twitter author.
Email – initial response to an email request; could be an automated response.
Chat – initial response to a chat request could be a robo-welcome or manual welcome when a chat
request is received.
Group First Response Time = Average Queue Time + Average Agent’s First Response Time
Average First Response Time – (Group SLA metric) Average time between Start Time and first responses
of all items for the group during the specific time period.
Maximum First Response Time – (Group SLA metric) Longest time for a first response to occur for the
group during the specified time period.
First Response Time (Action Time) – (Individual SLA metric) The time from Time of Assignment to the
initial outreach in response to an engagement request.
Average First Response Time (Average Action Time) – (Individual SLA metric) Average time between
Time of Assignment and first outreach for all textual engagements for an individual agent during a
specified time period. Calculated separately from any disposition activity the agent may perform during
that period.
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Interaction Segment

Core Metrics for Textual Interactions

Segment Description (Continued)
Maximum First Response Time (Maximum Action Time) – The longest time between the Time of
Assignment and the first response by an agent to any textual engagement request during the specified
time period.

Progress Time

(Individual KPI metric) Time span between Time of Assignment and the beginning time stamp of the last
open disposition for a textual engagement. Multiple dispositions may occur for any textual engagement
request. Progress time indicates how long items are actively worked from the Time of Assignment until
Closing.
Average Progress Time (APT) – (Individual Agent KPI Metric) Average time between Time of Assignment
and the beginning time stamp of the last open disposition for all items handled during the specified time
period.
Significance: Indicates how much time an individual agent uses to review assigned items and decide
what type of outreach to apply.
Maximum Progress Time (MPT) – (Individual Agent KPI Metric) Longest time between Time of
Assignment and the beginning time stamp of the last open disposition for a textual item.
Significance: Indicates how much time the agent required to review an assigned item and begin to
process that item.

Resolution Time

(Individual Agent KPI Metric) Time between the time stamp of the beginning of the last open disposition
and the time the engagement is dispositioned as Closed.
Agent Handle Time = Progress Time + Resolution Time
Average Resolution Time – Average length of time an agent spends to move post items from the last
Open disposition to its final closed disposition during a specified time period.
Significance: Shows the average of time for a group or individual to work text engagements and close
them from the last Open state.
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Interaction Segment

Core Metrics for Textual Interactions

Segment Description (Continued)
Maximum Resolution Time (MRT) – Longest time for an agent to move an engagement from the last
Open disposition to the final Closed disposition.
Significance: Shows how much time agents are taking to resolve open items.

Handle Time

(Individual Agent KPI Metric) The period of time between Time of Assignment to closed (or resolved)
disposition.
Handle time = Initial Response Time + Progress Time + Resolution Time
Average Handle Time (AHT) –Average of all textual engagements dispositioned and resolved between
Time of Assignment through Closed time during a specified time period.
Maximum Handle Time (MHT) – Longest handling time for a single textual engagement from Time of
Assignment through Closed Time for an agent during a specified time period.

Handle Time

(Group SLA metric) Time between Start Time and Closed Time for the group.
Queue Time + Initial Response Time + Progress Time + Resolution Time or
Queue Time + Agent Handle Time
Average Handle Time (AHT)– (Group SLA metric) Average of all textual engagements for the group
dispositioned and resolved during a specified time period.
Maximum Handle Time (MHT) – (Group SLA metric) Longest time for a single textual engagement from
Start Time through Closed disposition.
Significance: Supervisors can monitor how agents are responding to the workload. Engagements can be
rerouted as needed.

Closed Time

8

Point in time when a textual engagement is dispositioned as Closed by the agent.
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Five9 Textual Media Dashboard Widgets

Five9 Textual Media Dashboard Widgets
Agents SLA Widget and Sample Report
Clusters Summary Widget
Groups SLA Widget
Outreach Summary Widget
Profile Summary Widget
Spam Summary Widget
Top Sources by Sentiment Widget
Top Voices Widget and Sample Report
Trending Topics Widget
Volume Trend Widget
Workload Summary Widget
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Dashboard Widgets

Five9 Textual Media Dashboard Widgets

Agents SLA Widget and Sample Report

Use the clickable labels in the legend to modify the display. Show all or any combination of the data.
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Dashboard Widgets
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Five9 Textual Media Dashboard Widgets

Metric

Filters

Notes

• Average Handle Time

• Last 24 Hours

• Shows only the last 24 hours.

• Progress Time

• Profile

• Fastest and slowest SLAs by minute in the upper right corner of the graph.

• Maximum Handle Time

• Group

• Filter for Media Type: Chat, Email and Social.

• Attributes

• Target SLA as a parameter in the properties
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Five9 Textual Media Dashboard Widgets

Clusters Summary Widget

Metric

Filters

Notes

Clusters Volume

• Default date range with day-only intervals;

• Chart shows issues by profile.

• Profile: Choose from list

• Cluster Summary by media.

• Media: Select media types

• Media filter to existing report

• Attributes: Geographic and Post Type
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Dashboard Widgets

Five9 Textual Media Dashboard Widgets

Groups SLA Widget

If more than one group is defined, data for each group is labeled with the group name. Each group is represented by its own
vertical bar.
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Five9 Textual Media Dashboard Widgets

Metric

Filters

Notes

• Avg. Handle Time

• Profile

• Avg. Queue Time

• Attributes

• Allows supervisors to see both average and maximum SLAs in a
single view.

• Avg. Progress Time

• Filter for media type: chat, email, social

• Avg. Resolution Time

• Target SLA as a property

• Max Queue Time
• Max Progress Time
• Max Handle Time
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Five9 Textual Media Dashboard Widgets

Outreach Summary Widget
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Five9 Textual Media Dashboard Widgets

Metric

Filters

Notes

• Avg. Handle Time

• Profile

• Allows supervisors to see both average and maximum SLAs in a single view.

• Avg. Queue Time

• Attributes

• Use clickable labels to modify the display to show all or part of the data.

• Avg. Progress Time

• Filter for media type: chat, email, social

• Avg. Resolution Time

• Target SLA as a property

• Max Queue Time
• Max Progress Time
• Max Handle Time
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Five9 Textual Media Dashboard Widgets

Profile Summary Widget

Metric

Metric Significance

Volume

• The direction of the arrow indicates either a downward or upward ternd from the previous 24 hours.
• Beneath the arrow, the plus sign or a minus sign indicates the change from the previous periods.
• The numbers next to the plus or negative sign show the absolute number (difference) and the
percentage (difference) from the previous period.
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Five9 Textual Media Dashboard Widgets

Metric

Metric Significance

Sentiment

• Arrows indicate trends for positive, negative, and neutral.
• Beneath each arrow, the numbers and percentages indicate the difference from the previous period.
• The sum of the three sentiment numbers equal the volume shown in the Volume graph. Numbers may
vary slightly because of constant real-time updates.

Gender Indicator

If your system is configured to capture gender information, the Gender Indicator will be populated
automatically. Privacy settings can affect the representation.

Top Sources

• Logos of social channels indicate the sources of your social engagements.
• Along with each logo are the number of total items form that source for the period and the percentage
of all items represented by that source.
• Use the scroll bar on the right to see all sources listed.

Clusters

• Lists the top clusters by name and indicated the absolute number of items in the cluster for that period.
• Use the scroll bar on the right to see all clusters listed.

Metric

Filters

Comments

• Volume

• Profiles

Similar mash-up is available in Social Reports as Executive Summary report.

• Sentiment

• Attributes

Filter for media type: chat, email, social

• Gender
• Top Sources
• Clusters
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Five9 Textual Media Dashboard Widgets

Spam Summary Widget

The Natural Language Understanding (NLU) engine automatically activates to mark Spam, but there may be brief periods of time
where Spam is not marked. Agents can manually mark posts as Spam or correct previous markings. During the first few weeks of
using the system, you can expect to see dark gray and red lines closer to the green line in the chart. The NLU engine is trained with
continued use. Over time, the distance between the green line and the others becomes greater, indicating that the NLU engine is
doing a good job of automatically marking Spam.
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Five9 Textual Media Dashboard Widgets

Profile Summary Widget

20

Metric

Filters

Comments

• NLU Spam

• Cluster

• Corrected Spam

• Profiles

Shows how effectively NLU is eliminating spam so agents can be more
productive.

• Attributes

Filter for media type: chat, email, and social
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Five9 Textual Media Dashboard Widgets

Top Sources by Sentiment Widget

Metric

Filters

Comments

Social Data Sources

• Cluster

• Shows only the last 24 hours.

• Profile

• Clickable legend color codes positive, negative, and neutral sentiment for
each source. Trend triangle indicates overall volume trend for period.

• Attributes

• Source: chat and email engagements
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Five9 Textual Media Dashboard Widgets

Top Voices Widget and Sample Report
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Five9 Textual Media Dashboard Widgets

Top Voices Map
The top Voices Map shows authors and their relative post volumes against other top authors. Authors with low influence or fewer
posts are plotted in the lower left quadrant of the Top Voices Map. Authors with higher influence are plotted in the upper right
quadrant. Influence is weighted heavier than the number of posts, so the very top author might have fewer posts than a lowerranked author.
Hover the mouse over a cluster to display author’s names. Double click on the author to display that author’s posting history.
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Five9 Textual Media Dashboard Widgets

Top Voices with Sentiment Author Ranking Grid
The Author Ranking Grid represents authors’ non-spam activity in a horizontal stacked bar chart for the specified time period. The
most influential authors are listed at the top of the chart, while the least influential are listed at the bottom.
Double click on an author to display that author’s history time line. You can eliminate authors by defining a rule if you determine
their overall content is not relevant.
Top Voices Widget
Metric

Filters

Comments

• Author ranking by relative
volume and influence score

• Profile

• Double-click on left graph authors to see their history.

• Attributes

• Right grahp shows author ranking.

• Sentiment

• Looks back 15 days.
• Posts marked as spam are ignored in calculation
Filter for media type: chat, email, social
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Five9 Textual Media Dashboard Widgets

Trending Topics Widget

Metric

Filters

Comments

• Similar phrases

• Attributes

Customized for your contact center, this widget requires a custom
implementation by Five9 Professional Services.

• Common theme
• Minimum threshold
per ten items

25
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Dashboard Widgets

Five9 Textual Media Dashboard Widgets

In the work cloud, use the vertical scroll bar on the right to scroll up or down and see more word clouds. The following example
shows how word clouds might be represented:
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Dashboard Widgets

Five9 Textual Media Dashboard Widgets

Volume Trend Widget

Metric

Filters

Comments

• Volume by sentiment

• Cluster

• Shows data for the last 24 hours.

• Profile

• Use the clickable labels in the legend to modify the display and show all,
only some of the data.

• Attributes

Filter for media type: chat, email, social
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Five9 Textual Media Dashboard Widgets

Workload Summary Widget
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Five9 Textual Media Dashboard Widgets

Used for supervisory purposes, this widget helps supervisors see how agents are keeping up with incoming posts. If you are not
authorized as a supervisor, you will not see this dashboard.
Metric

Filters

Comments

• General SLAs

• Profile

Shows data for the last 24 hours; cannot filter on a time range.

• Not Reviewed Spam

• Attributes

Filter for media type: chat, email, social

• Not Reviewed
• Assigned
• In Progress
• Closed Last 24 Hours
• Dispositions
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Voice Media Dashboard Widgets

Voice Media Dashboard Widgets
You can customize the metrics and thresholds in the voice media widgets to display real-time data to monitor performance of your
contact center. Some metrics can be configured and others are predetermined based on the data being displayed by the widget.
ACD Status Widget
Agent Idle Time Widget
Agent Metrics Widget
Agent Statistics Widget
Call Time by Agent Group Widget
Campaign Handled vs Abandoned Widget
Inbound Campaign Statistics Widget
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Voice Media Dashboard Widgets

ACD Status Widget
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Voice Media Dashboard Widgets

Metric

Thresholds

Comments

• Agents logged in

• Data Range

Specify a data range in number of records.

• Agents ready for calls

• Agents logged in threshold

• Agents not ready for calls
• Agents on call
• Calls in queue
• Queue call backs
• Longest queue time
• Current longest queue time
• Voicemails in queue
• Voiecemails in progress
• Total voicemails
• Agents ready for voicemail
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Voice Media Dashboard Widgets

Agent Idle Time Widget
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Voice Media Dashboard Widgets

Metric

Thresholds

Comments

• Agent idle time

• Agent idle time threshold

• Select total for all agent groups or up to 5 agent skill groups.

• Agents not ready time • Agents not ready time threshold • Time unit (seconds or minutes
• Filter graph to show either Average Idle Time, Average Not
Ready Time, or both.
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Voice Media Dashboard Widgets

Agent Metrics Widget
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Voice Media Dashboard Widgets

Metric

Thresholds

Comments

• Average handle time

• Data range

• Select one agent group.

• Average call time

• Average handle time threshold • Indicates critical and warning thresholds.

• Average wrap time

• Time unit (seconds or minutes)

• Average internal call time
• Average hold time
• Average idle time
• Average talk time
• Average not ready time
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Voice Media Dashboard Widgets

Agent Statistics Widget
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Dashboard Widgets

Voice Media Dashboard Widgets

Metric

Thresholds

Comments

• Average call time

• Time unit (seconds or minutes)

Set warning and critical thresholds.

• Average handle time

• Average handle time threshold

• Average hold time

• Average idle time threshold

• Average idle time

• Average not ready time threshold

• Average internal call time

• First call resolution threshold

• Average not ready time

• Total calls threshold

• Average preview time

• Utilization threshold

• Average VM processing time
• Average VM ready time
• Average wrap time
• Call charges
• First call resolution
• Internal calls
• Occupancy
• Preview time
• Processed voicemails
• Skipped in preview
• Total calls
• Total inbound calls
• Total internal calls
• Total manual calls
• Total outbound calls
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Voice Media Dashboard Widgets

Call Time by Agent Group Widget

Metric

Thresholds

Comments

• Agent talk time

• Agent talk time threshold

Average talk time does not include hold or park time.

• Average wrap time

• Average wrap time threshold • Agent groups
• Average hold time threshold • Time unit (seconds or minutes)

• Average hold time
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Voice Media Dashboard Widgets

Campaign Handled vs Abandoned Widget

40

Metric

Thresholds

Comments

• Handled calls

• Handled calls threshold

• Abandoned calls

• Abandoned calls threshold

Select Total for all campaigns or select up to 5
campaigns to include in the report.
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Dashboard Widgets

Voice Media Dashboard Widgets

Inbound Campaign Statistics Widget

Metric

Thresholds

• Average handle time

• Average handle time threshold

• Average speed of
answer

• Calls Abandoned % threshold

Comments

Select total for all campaigns or select 5 campaigns to include in
• Average speed of answer threshold display.

• Calls Abandoned %

• Drop call % threshold

• Drop call %

• Service level talk threshold

• Service level talk
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Types of Reports

Limits in Reports
This table contains the size limits that apply to reports.
Report

Limit

Maximum number of cells in HTML-, PDF-, RTF-, and XLS-formatted reports

200000 cells

Size of reports in CSV format

File size limit applies

Reports as attachments:
Attachment in scheduled report email

5,000,000 bytes (4.77 MB)

Standard attachment

20 MB

Standard Reports
Custom Reports
Scheduled Reports
Recent Reports
Canned Reports
Social Reports
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Types of Reports

Standard Reports

Standard Reports
Standard reports are predefined reports designed to present data commonly used to monitor agents and campaigns. The
following categories of standard reports are available:
ACD Queue Reports
Agent Reports
Call Log Reports
Campaign Reports
Contact Reports
Do Not Call Reports
IVR Reports
List Reports
Multichannel Reports
Worksheet Reports
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Standard Reports

The following standard reports are generated by default with both the table view and the pie chart view:
• Agent Disposition Summary Report
• Agent State Summary by State
• Inbound Campaign Dispositions Summary
• Call Log Report
• Outbound Campaign Dispositions Summary
• ACD Queue Reports
• IVR Paths to Abandon
• Agent Call Time Report
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Standard Reports

ACD Queue Reports
These reports contain the quality of service performance for each skill group.
ACD Queue Reports List
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Report Name

Description

ACD Queue Quality of Service

How many calls meet my quality of service objectives?

ACD Queue Quality of Service Details

How many calls meet my quality of service objectives for each quarter hour?

ACD Queue Quality of Service Goal Results

During which quarter-hour intervals am i not meeting my quality of service goals?

ACD Queue Quality of Service Percent

How effectively do i meet my quality of service objectives?

ACD Queue Quality of Service Percent Details

How effectively do i meet my quality of service objectives within each day?

ACD Queue Quality of Service Percent Quarter
Hours Details

How effectively do i meet my quality of service objectives each quarter hour?

ACD Queue Quality of Service Trend

Is my Quality of Service improving or declining?

ACD Queue Time By Campaign, Queue

How much time do calls for each queue spend in each call state, for each
campaign?

ACD Queue Time By Date, Queue

How much time do calls for each queue spend in each call state, for each queue per
day?

ACD Queue Time By Queue, Date

How much time do calls for each queue spend in each call state, per day?

ACD Queue Time Totals

How much time do calls for each queue spend in each call state?
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Types of Reports

Standard Reports

Agent Reports
These reports contain agent performance by various criteria, sorted by different options.
Agent Reports List
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Report Name

Description

Agent Call Time

How do agents spend their time while on calls?

Agent Call Time Percent

Which agents don't spend their time effectively while on calls?

Agent Calls Extended

How many calls of each type did my agents handle?

Agent Calls Extended Percent

Which types of calls do my agents handle most often?

Agent Daily State Summary

How did my agents manage their time each day?

Agent Daily State Summary Percent

How do my agents manage their time each day?

Agent Disposition Summary

How many calls of each disposition did my agents handle?

Agent Disposition Summary Percent

How often do my agents handle calls for each disposition?

Agent Login-Logout

When did my agents start and end their shifts?

Agent Preview Mode Interrupt Summary

How many times is an agent in Preview mode interrupted by a priority interaction?

Agent Occupancy

How much time do my agents spend working?

Agent Occupancy by Group

How effectively do my supervisors ensure agents are working?

Agent Occupancy Percent

What percentage of time do my agents spend working?

Agent Productivity by Call Type

How much do my agents work on each type of call?
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Types of Reports

Standard Reports

Agent Reports List (Continued)
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Report Name

Description

Agent Productivity by Call Type Percent

How much time do my agents spend on each type of call?

Agent Productivity by Campaign

How much do my agents work on each campaign?

Agent Productivity by Campaign Percent

How much time do my agents spend on each campaign?

Agent Productivity by Disposition

How much work is required for each call disposition?

Agent Productivity by Disposition Percent

How much work time do my agents spend on each disposition?

Agent Productivity by Skill

How much do my agents work on each skill?

Agent Productivity by Skill Percent

How much time do my agents spend on each skill?

Agent Productivity Exceptions

How often do agents take unusual actions on calls?

Agent Productivity Exceptions Percent

Which agents most often take unusual actions on calls?

Agent Reason Code Summary

How much time did my agents spend on each Not Ready and Logout reason?

Agent Reason Code Summary Percent

How much time do my agents spend in each Not Ready and Logout reason?

Agent State Details

How do my agents manage their time?

Agent State Summary by State

How much time do my agents spend in each state?

Agent State Summary by State as Percent

What percentage of time do my agents spend in each state?

Agent Voicemails

How do my agents handle voice mail?

Agent Weekly Paid Time

How much paid time did each agent accrue?

Agent Weekly Unpaid Time Details

How much unpaid time did each agent incur?
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Types of Reports

Standard Reports

Call Log Reports
These reports contain calls grouped by different options.
Call Log Reports List
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Report Name

Description

Call Log

In a given period, what calls occurred?

Calls By Time Of Day

How are my calls distributed during the day?

Inbound Call Distribution by Area Code

In a given period, what inbound calls did I receive from each area code?

Inbound Call Distribution by Country

In a given period, what inbound calls did I receive from each country?

Inbound Call Distribution by State

In a given period, what inbound calls did I receive from each state?

Inbound Call Log

In a given period, what inbound calls occurred?

Outbound Call Distribution by Area Code

In a given period, what outbound calls did I make to each area code?

Outbound Call Distribution by Country

In a given period, what outbound calls did I make to each country?

Outbound Call Distribution by Country
and Area Code

In a given period, what outbound calls did I make to each area code within each country?

Outbound Call Distribution by State

In a given period, what outbound calls did I make to each state?

Outbound Call Log

In a given period, what outbound calls occurred?

Visual IVR Session Log

How are visual IVR sessions handled?
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Types of Reports

Standard Reports

Campaign Reports
These reports contain campaign performance by various criteria, sorted by different options.
Campaign Reports List
Report Name

Description

Autodial Campaign Dispositions Summary

How often do Autodial campaign calls result in each disposition?

Autodial Campaign Dispositions Trend

How do autodialer campaign call dispositions change over time?

Campaign Activity

Provides a snapshot of how well a set of users in a campaign is performing

Inbound Campaign Dispositions Summary

How often do inbound campaign calls result in each disposition?

Inbound Campaign Dispositions Trend

How do inbound campaign call dispositions change over time?

Inbound Toll-Free Cost

What is the cost incurred on my toll-free or did numbers?

Inbound Toll-Free Cost by Area Code

Where does the incoming calls to toll-free numbers originate from?

Interruptible Preview Campaign

The number of each type of interaction that interrupted calls in an interruptible
Preview campaign

Outbound Campaign Abandon Rate % (Last 30 days) What is the rolling 30 day abandon rate per campaign?
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Outbound Campaign Abandon Rate % (Today)

What is the current day since midnight abandon rte per campaign?

Outbound Campaign Costs

What is the cost per contact for my outbound campaigns?

Outbound Campaign Dispositions Summary

How often do outbound campaign calls result in each disposition?

Outbound Campaign Dispositions Trend

How do outbound campaign call dispositions change over time?
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Types of Reports

Standard Reports

Contact Reports
This report contains details about your contact records.
Contact Reports List
Report Name

Description

Contact Record Export

What are the details for my contact records?

Do Not Call Reports
These reports contain information about numbers and contacts added to the Do Not Call List.
Do Not Call Reports List
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Report Name

Description

Daily DNC List

What numbers were added to the DNC list for each day?

DNC List Contacts

What contacts have one or more phone numbers in my DNC list?
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Types of Reports

Standard Reports

IVR Reports
These reports can contain information about calls and mobile self-service flows from Web sites. The IVR Paths by DNIS report does
not contain Visual IVR script information.
IVR Reports List
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Report Name

Description

Input Module Summary

How effectively am I gathering input from callers?

IVR Module Summary

What modules are used most frequently and how long do calls stay in them?

IVR Path Times

How long does it take to traverse the IVR paths?

IVR Paths

What paths do callers take through my IVR Script?

IVR Paths by Campaign

What paths do callers take through my IVR Script, for each Campaign?

IVR Paths by DNIS

What paths do callers take through my IVR Script, for each DNIS?

IVR Paths to Abandon

What paths do callers take through my IVR Script that lead to an abandoned call?

IVR Paths to Abandon by Campaign

What paths do callers take through my IVR Script that lead to an abandoned call, for each
Campaign?

IVR Paths to Abandon by DNIS

What paths do callers take through my IVR Script that lead to an abandoned call, for each
DNIS?

IVR Paths to ACD Queue

What paths do callers take through my IVR Script that lead to an ACD Queue?

IVR Paths to Agent

What paths do callers take through my IVR Script that lead to an Agent?

IVR Paths to No Match

What paths do callers take through my IVR Script that lead to a No Match?
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Types of Reports

Standard Reports

IVR Reports List
Report Name

Description

IVR Paths with Calls Transferred by
Agents

Which IVR paths result in the call being routed to the incorrect agent?

IVR Query Module Performance

What is the performance of accessing external data sources from the IVR?

IVR Script Summary

What is the overall health of my IVR Script?

IVR Script Summary Percent

What is the overall health of my IVR Script?

IVR Time to Abandon

How long do callers stay in the IVR before abandoning?

Visual IVR Module Summary

What modules are used most frequently and how long do calls stay in them by Media Type?

Visual IVR Script Summary

What is the overall health of my IVR script by Media Type?

List Reports
These reports contain data for the specified lists by different options.
List Reports
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Report Name

Description

List Details

What is the call history for each list record?

List Dial Attempts

How many dial attempts does it take to get a contact?

List Disposition Summary By Date

What dispositions does a particular List receive each day?
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Types of Reports

Standard Reports

List Reports (Continued)
Report Name

Description

List Dispositions by Status

What are the disposition counts for the list records in each status?

List Dispositions by Status Percent

What are the common dispositions for each list record status?

List Penetration

How many list records are being dialed each day?

List Statistics by Campaign

What are the key performance metrics for each list, for each campaign?

List Status Summary

How many records in each List are in each status?

List Status Summary by Date

How does the status of List records change from one day to the next?

List Status Summary Percent

What percentage of records in each List are in each status?

List Time to Contact

How quickly am I contacting my list records?

Unreachable List Record Reasons

Why are my list records unreachable?

Multichannel Reports
Use the multichannel reports to monitor agent and campaign KPIs for social, email, chat, and voice communication by channel.
Multi-Channel Reports List
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Report Name

Description

Agent Achievement Report

How is the individual agent performing against service level agreements (SLA)?
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Types of Reports

Standard Reports

Multi-Channel Reports List (Continued)
Report Name

Description

Agent AHT SLA

What are the agent’s average handle time (AHT) for different interaction channels?

Agent Max Handle time

What are the agent’s maximum handle times (AHT) for different interaction channels?

Group Max Handle Time

What is the maximum handle time for the agent group by campaign and by agent team for
different engagement channels?

Group SLA

How is the group performing against the SLA defined for campaigns and for agent teams for
different engagement channels?

Volume Report

What is the volume of incoming interactions for different engagement channels?

Workload Summary by
Campaign

What is the current state of incoming interactions by campaigns for different engagement
channels?

Workload Summary by Skill

What is the current state of incoming interactions by skill for different engagement channels?

Worksheet Reports
These reports contain information about completed worksheets.
Worksheet Reports List
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Report Name

Description

Agent Worksheet Completion

How many worksheets did each agent complete?

Worksheet AHT by Disposition

What are the handle times for each disposition's calls that include completed worksheets?
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Types of Reports

Custom Reports

Worksheet Reports List (Continued)
Report Name

Description

Worksheet Answers by Disposition For each disposition, what are the worksheet answers?
Worksheet Answers by List

For each list, what are the worksheet answers?

Worksheet Completion

Which questions result in complete worksheets?

Worksheet Completion Time by
Disposition

For each disposition, how long does it take agents to complete the worksheet?

Worksheet Details

What are the answers for each worksheet?

Custom Reports
The Custom Reports tab contains saved customized standard reports and custom reports that you have created:
o

You may create new folders and create custom reports from this screen. Custom Reports starts with two default folders
predefined. You may create additional folders to store your reports. Here are the options:
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Scheduled Reports

Report Group

Description

My Reports

(Default folder) Contains private reports for each user

Shared Reports

(Default folder) Makes reports in that folder available to all users who have access to reports

Private

(User-defined folder) Reports can be accessed only by the user who created the folder

Shared

(User-defined folder) Any user who creates reports can create a shared folder. Reports in this folder are
available to all users who have access to reports.

Scheduled Reports
From the Scheduled Reports page you can edit the schedule or delete the schedule. You cannot delete the report.

Recent Reports
All recently generated, exported, or scheduled reports are displayed in Recent Reports. The reports are listed in the order they
were run. The recent reports are snapshots of the report output page, not actual reports.
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Canned Reports

Browser-generated reports have an Open button; exported or scheduled reports have a Download button. You may open or
download the reports in the format in which they were generated.
You can click Clear to remove the reports from Recent Reports. Clicking Clear All removes all the reports in the window. The
reports that generated the items in the Recent Reports tab will not be removed.

Canned Reports
Use the Canned Reports tab to view standard or customized saved reports online in the tab. All canned reports can be viewed in
the tab, but cannot be customized, scheduled, or saved.

Social Reports
Use the Social Reports tab to generate a variety of reports about customer sentiment based on data collected while agents with
text media skills interact with customers through email, chat, and social channels. You define the report parameters based on a set
of filters. The filters differ depending on the type of data available for a particular report.
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Social Reports

Social Reports List
Category

Title

Description

Dispositions Current Disposition • Pie Chart showing native percentages of all dispositions and also absolute numbers in legend
and mouse-over.
• Use the clickable legend to modify the display to show certain dispositions as you are viewing
the report.
Disposition History

•

Horizontal Bar Chart showing each disposition total over time period chosen.

• Filter for media type: chat, email, social
Final Dispositions

• Pie Chart shows native percentages of the final or last known dispositions of the time period
chosen and also absolute numbers in legend and mouse-over.
• Agents can tag a post with: Open, Transferred, or Closed disposition. Each of these states
(open, transferred, closed) can have more than one disposition. In the context of disposition
“state,” a “final” disposition is a disposition that is marked as closed. The Final Dispositions
Report shows only closed dispositions
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Social Reports

Category

Title

Description

Executive

Executive
Summary

Mash-up widgets include
• Daily Volume (Line Chart) month-to-date with trend arrow indicating trend, absolute numbers
show total and sentiment sub-totals for each day
• Volume by Channel (Stacked, Horizontal Bar Chart) showing sentiment break-down volume
and totals for each data source
• Average First Response Time stacked bar showing combination of Queue Time and First
Response Time with mouse-over of absolute average minutes for each segment – percentages
also show attainment to a hard-coded goal
• Relevant Topics [i.e. Clusters] (Vertical Bar Chart) showing cluster volume by sentiment (can be
replaced by Sentiment Change, Gender, and mini-cluster grid)
• Volume by Attribute [Changes depending on Attribute used such as, Location] Pie Chart shows
percentages of attribute makeup, such as, Eastern Region, Pacific, West

Feedback

Channel Feedback
by Profile

• Bar chart shows feedback percentages broken down by each media channel for all profiles
defined.
• Use the clickable legend to modify the display to show all or any combination of media
channel data.

Channel Feedback
by Group

• Bar chart shows feedback percentages broken down by each media channel for each agent
group.
• Use the clickable legend to modify the display to show all or any combination of media
channel data.

Completed
Feedback Over
Time by Media
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• Line Chart shows feedback completed over a specified time period for textual media channels.
• Use the clickable legend to modify the display to show all or any combination of media
channel data.
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Types of Reports

Social Reports

Category

Title

Description

Completed
Feedback Over
Time by Profile

• Line chart shows feedback completed over a specified time period for all profiles defined.
• Use the clickable legend to modify the display to show all or any combination of profile
feedback.

• Color-coded bar chart shows customer sentiment feedback by groups for a specified period of
Customer
time.
Feedback by Group
• Use the clickable legend to modify the display to show all or any combination of sentiment
feedback.
• Color-coded bar chart shows customer sentiment feedback by media channels over a
Customer
specified time period.
Feedback by Media
• Use the clickable legend to modify the display to show all or any combination of media
channel feedback.
• Color-coded bar chart shows customer sentiment feedback by profiles defined over a
Customer
specified time period.
Feedback by Profile
• Use the clickable legend to modify the display to show all or any combination of feedback
sentiment for defined profiles.
Customer
Sentiment by Rate

• Color-coded bar chart shows customer sentiment feedback by rating received for each profile
over a specified time period.
• Use the clickable legend to modify the display to show all or any combination of feedback
sentiment ratings for defined profiles.

Customer
Sentiment by
Recommendation
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• Pie chart shows percentages of customer sentiment categorized by recommendations defined
in feedback follow-up forms.
• Clickable legend indicates numbers of feedback in each recommendation category.
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Social Reports

Category

General

Title

Description

Customer
Sentiment by
Satisfaction

• Pie chart shows percentages of customer sentiment by satisfaction categories.

Clusters Summary

Stacked Vertical Bar Chart shows each cluster with sentiment breakdown and totals over time
period chosen. Shows trend icon at top of each bar and clickable legend for sentiment.

• Clickable legend indicates the number of feedbacks in each satisfaction category.

Outreach Summary • Stacked Vertical Bar Chart shows outreach by agent with sentiment breakdown and totals over
time period chosen.
• Trend icon at top of each bar and clickable legend for sentiment.
• View of each agent’s Outreach statistics broken down by Positive, Negative, and Neutral
Sentiment,
• Shows posts identified as Spam that were closed by the agent. Insight into agent activity gives
the Supervisor an understanding of whether or not certain agents are avoiding negative
sentiment posts, or spending a relatively large effort in dispositioning non-relevant items.
Profile Cluster
Comparison

• Stacked Vertical Bar Chart displays vertical bars as profiles with stacks inside of each bar as
cluster data.
• Shows trend icons on top of each vertical bar (Profile) and has clickable legend.
• Compares cluster data across multiple profiles side-by-side.

Profile Disposition
Comparison

• Stacked Horizontal Bar Chart shows horizontal bars as profiles with stacks inside of each bar as
disposition data.
• Shows trend icons to the left of each horizontal bar (Profile) and has clickable legend.
• Compares the volume and current disposition of multiple profiles side-by-side.

Top Profiles

• Stacked Horizontal Bar Chart shows horizontal bars as profiles with stacks inside of each bar
showing sentiment breakdown.
• Shows trend icons to the left of each horizontal bar (Profile) and has clickable legend.
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Category

Title

Description

Top Profiles
Retweet

• Stacked Horizontal Bar Chart shows horizontal bars as profiles with stacks inside each bar as
Retweet, favorite, or normal data.
• Includes trend icons on left of each horizontal bar (Profile) with clickable legend.
• Compares posts tagged as Retweets, favorites, or normal for multiple profile comparison.

Top Voices

Two Charts side by side provide an understanding of which Authors have the most influence, and
how prolific they are in creating posts. You can select the date range for this report. The Report has
two parts – An Influence or Post Volume Map (left); and an Author Ranking Grid (on the right).

• Scatter chart plots relative volume of top author posts on the X Axis against public influence
score (Klout) of authors on the Y Axis. Volume is relative to the volume of posts of the other
authors.
• Horizontal Stacked Bar Chart shows Top Authors based on influence. The calculation for Top
Author is based on an Influence Score from 0 to 100 and the number of posts from 1 to 100.
The post value is doubled in the calculation: “if(lvTotalPosts > 100) lvTotalPosts = 100; return
influenceScore + (lvTotalPosts * 2);”
Volumes Summary

A Line Chart for the period indicated.
• Tend arrow shows trend
• Absolute numbers shows total line
• Separate line for each sentiment
• daily total is shown at the top of the chart for each day and the grand total of all time periods
chosen is at the top of the display. (The Dashboard version shows hourly intervals).
• The Volumes Summary Report also shows a breakdown of overall Post volume by Sentiment.
The legend color code the Total, Positive, Neutral, and Negative Sentiment. Trend Triangle
indicates the overall volume trend compared to the previous periods.
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Category

Title

Description

Workload
Summary

• A stacked vertical bar chart at each chosen time interval shows each disposition expressed as a
percentage of the whole.
• Mouse-over in each bar segment to reveal absolute numbers.
• Use the clickable legend to control the SLA metric displayed in the stacks.

Workload
Summary by
Cluster

• A stacked vertical bar chart– each bar shows a cluster with stacked dispositions expressed as a
percentage of the whole.
• Mouse-over in each bar segment shows absolute number.
• Use the cickable legend to control the SLA metrics displayed in the graph.
•

Supervisors can see what persistent business issues need the most attention from an SLA
standpoint.

• A stacked vertical bar chart – each bar shows an agent group with stacked dispositions
Workload
expressed as a percentage of the whole.
Summary by Group
• Mouse-over in each bar segment shows absolute number.
• Use the clickable legend to control the SLA metrics displayed in the stacks.
• Supervisors can see SLA performance easily between groups. This report can be helpful for
planning coaching sessions.
• A stacked vertical bar chart– Each bar shows a profile with stacked SLAs expressed as a
Workload
percentage of the whole.
Summary by Profile
• Mouse-over in each bar segment shows absolute number.
• Use the clickable legend to control the SLA metrics displayed in the stacks.
• The profile view of SLA metrics provides insights into which brands or issues require the most
attention. Useful for launches or tracking campaigns.
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Category

Title

Description

Priority

High Priority

• A stacked vertical bar chart at each chosen time interval shows each disposition expressed as a
percentage of the whole.
• Mouse-over in each bar segment shows absolute number.
• Use the clickable legend to control the dispositions displayed in the stacks.
• High priority ite3ms are set by the rules engine for each tenant.

Service
Levels

Agents SLA

A combination Stacked Vertical Bar chart and Line Chart.
• The line displays Max Handle Time for each agent.
• The Stacked part of the bar shows Average Resolution Time and Average Progress Time with
the Average Handle Time at the top of each stack.
• Use the clickable legend to control the SLAs displayed in the graph.
• Also shows fastest and slowest SLAs by minute in the upper, right corner of the graph

First Response
Group SLA

• Centered on the Average First Response Time SLA.
• A stacked bar chart shows a combination of Queue Time and First Response Time with mouseover of absolute average minutes for each segment.
• Percentages also show attainment to a hard-coded goal.
• This is also a widget provided inside of the Executive Summary roll-up report.

Groups SLA

A side-by-side Comparison of Group Averages and Group Maximum SLA metrics.
• Group SLA Averages are a Stacked Vertical Bar Chart with mouse-overs that show actual time
and clickable legend on chosen metrics.
• Group SLA Maximums is also a Stacked Vertical Bar chart that works the same way but shows
Max (worst case) SLAs
• Allows supervisors to see both average and maximum SLAs in a single view.
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Category

Title

Description

Sources

Top Sources by
Cluster

• A stacked horizontal bar chart shows breakdown of each data source (that is, Twitter,
Facebook, Blog, and others) by cluster with percentages.
• Mouse-over provides absolute number in each cluster segment.
• Use the clickable legend to modify the display of specific clusters.
• Helps supervisors determine which persistent business issues are associated with particular
networks.

Top Sources by
Profile

• A stacked horizontal bar chart shows breakdown of each data source (that is, Twitter,
Facebook, Blog, and others.) by profile with percentages.
• Mouse-over provides absolute number in each cluster segment.
• Use the clickable legend to modify the display of profiles.
• Provides insights as to what issues, brands, or concepts are heavier in one source compared to
another, regardless of persistent business issues.

Top Sources by
Sentiment

• A stacked horizontal bar chart shows breakdown of each data source (that is, Twitter,
Facebook, Blog, and others.) by sentiment with percentages.
• Mouse-over provides absolute number in each cluster segment.
• Use the clickable legend to modify the display of specific sentiment data.
•

SPAM
Summary

Spam Summary

Trend Triangle indicates the overall volume trend compared to the previous periods.

• Combination Bar and Line Chart displays total Spam count for each period broken down by
items automatically marked as Spam as opposed to manually tagged items and corrections.
• Useful for understanding the how well the NLU is performing in eliminating Spam of so agents
can be more productive.
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Social Reports

Filtering Social Reports
You create social reports by applying filters to the data. The filters differ based on the characteristics of the data. The data
presented in your report reflects the filters that you apply.
Date Filter
All social reports include a date filter. Depending
on the data, you specify a start and end date for
the date range, or a time span for reporting.

Time Interface Filter
Some reports include a Time Interval filter so
that you can specify intervals from 15 minutes
to 1 month for reporting.

Menu Selector Filter
Some report filters include drop-down menus so
that you can select specific profile, clusters,
skills, or other criteria for reporting.
This example includes both a Profile and a
Cluster filter.
Attribute Selector Filter
Some reports allow you to further filter by
adding specific attributes such as, geographic
region or type of post.
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Chapter 4

Data Sources for Reports

Use this information to understand the data collected by the Virtual Contact Center (VCC software and make decisions about what
to include in your reports. Each of the data source tables lists the information you can include in your reports. The standard
reports provided in the Dashboards and Reporting Application use these same data sources. This collection of data sources makes
up the VCC data dictionary.
When you customize a standard report or create a custom report, you define which fields to include in your report. You can
choose to include fields from any of the data sources listed for the reporting category. Each field you choose becomes a report
column heading. Here is the field selector for the Multi-Channel custom report. Three reporting categories are used to derive
information for multichannel reports: Time, Calls, and Social. Each category provides information relevant to data collected for
that category. You may use any combination of fields from any combination of the reporting categories.
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Data Sources for Reports

To see the data source fields used to create a standard report, run the report and click Customize.
For example, the Multichannel Agent Achievement Report uses Counter and Agent fields from the Calls reporting category and the
FRC Time, Handle Time, Media Type, and Outreach Indicator fields from the Social reporting category. Each of these fields
becomes a column header in the table report shown here:
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Data Sources for Reports

When you click on the Customize button you see the default fields selected to create this report. Here is the display of the fields
used in the Multichannel Agent Achievement Report.
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Data Sources for Reports

You may create Standard, Summary, or Matrix reports.
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•
•
•

Standard Report – Shows a single record for each interaction.
Summary Report – Allows you to summarize to see the total number of interactions per category, such as, by agent, media
type, or outreach indicator.
Matrix Report – Allows you to create a two-dimensional report to compare reporting aspects.

These reporting data sources provide input for your reports:
ACD Queue Data Source
Agent Data Source
Call Log Data Source
Call Segment Data Source
Contact Data Source
DNC Data Source
IVR Data Source
List Data Source
Multichannel Data Source
Description of the Columns in the Text Data Source
Visual IVR Data Source
Worksheet Data Source
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ACD Queue Data Source

ACD Queue Data Source
While creating reports, you can select the ACD Queue data source. The selected data source causes the available columns to be
shown in the report.
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Field Group
(Reporting Category)

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

Time

DATE

YYYY/MM/dd

Date of call create time.

TIME

HH:MM:SS

Call create time.

TIMESTAMP

EEE, dd MMM YYYY
HH:mm:ss

Call create time stamp.

HOUR

HH:00

Create time hour.

QUARTER HOUR

HH:00 or HH:15 or
HH:30 or HH:45

Aggregate of every 15 minutes. Useful for viewing data
in 15 minute intervals in custom reports.

HALF HOUR

HH:00 or HH:30

Aggregate of every 30 minutes. Useful for viewing data
in 30 minute intervals in custom reports.

HOUR OF DAY

HH

Create time hour of day <00 – 23>

YEAR

YYYY

Create time year.

MONTH

<text>

Create time month <January –December>

DATE AND HOUR

EEE, dd MMM YYYY
HH:00

Create time date and hour.

DAY OF MONTH

<number>

Create time day of month <1 – 31>
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Field Group
(Reporting Category)

ACD

ACD Queue Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

DAY OF WEEK

<text>

Create time day <Sunday - Saturday>

TIME INTERVAL

HH:mm:ss - HH:mm:ss

Calculated based on the associated duration column.
For example, if HANDLE TIME is selected with 1-minute
intervals, the resulting data would include values such
as 00:00:00 - 00:01:00, 00:01:00 - 00:02:00, etc.

ABANDONED

0 = False

Calls with the Abandon disposition with Queue Wait
Time greater than the Minimum Time.

1 = True
- (dash) = N/A
DISPOSITION

<text>

Disposition assigned to the call either by an agent,
using Custom Dispositions, or by the System, utilizing
System Dispositions.

FIRST CALL
RESOLUTION

0 = False

Calls with dispositions that have the Track as First Call
Resolution flag enabled.

1 = True
- (dash) = N/A

QUEUE WAIT TIME
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HH:mm:ss

Duration of a call time spent in all queues (skill transfer
modules, agent transfer modules, etc.) prior to being
answered by an agent, abandoned by the caller, or
disconnected by the system.
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Field Group
(Reporting Category)

ACD Queue Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

SERVICE LEVEL

0 = False

Service level is calculated based on the Minimum Time
(MT) and Speed of Answer (SA) specified in the custom
report definition.

1 = True
- (dash) = N/A

Abandoned calls with queue time less than the
specified MT are not included in the metric calculation.
0: queue time is more than SA.
1: queue wait time is in the range MT to SA.
Note: To see this metric in the Supervisor Excel
Dashboard, configure it in the KPI tab of the Five9
Administrator > Actions > Configure menu.

SKILL

<text>
[Default] used for calls
transferred to an
available agent
regardless of skill
group.

Skill Group used for the call. Skill group can be [None]
or [Default] for calls that do not use a skill group.

[None] sometimes
used for manual calls
and callbacks.
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Field Group
(Reporting Category)

ACD Queue Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

SPEED OF ANSWER

HH:mm:ss

Queue Wait Time duration for calls answered by an
agent from a particular queue. When a call is queued
multiple times, the total queue wait time is used.
Abandoned calls with queue wait time less than
Minimum Time (MT) are not included in the metric
calculation.

Calls

Call Statistics
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TIME TO ABANDON

HH:mm:ss

Queue Wait Time duration for abandoned calls.

CALL ID

<number>

Unique identifier of the call that is increments with
each call. More readable identifier than SESSION ID.

CALL TYPE

<text>

Type of call (Table Reference: Call Types)

CALLS

<number>

Number of calls. Useful for calculations in custom
reports such as number of calls for a time period, for
each agent, or for each disposition.

CAMPAIGN

<text>

Campaign Name.

CAMPAIGN TYPE

<text>

Inbound, Outbound, or Autodial.

AFTER CALL WORK
TIME

HH:mm:ss

Duration of time an agent spends in after call work
(wrap up).

CONFERENCE TIME

HH:mm:ss

Duration of conference time for a call.

CONFERENCES

<number>

Number of times a call included a conference
participant.

CONSULT TIME

HH:mm:ss

Duration of consult time for a call.
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Field Group
(Reporting Category)

ACD Queue Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

CONSULTS

<number>

Number of consult calls made by agents while on a call
(e.g., during a warm transfer a consult call is made).

CONSULTS
ANSWERED

0 = False

A flag indicating a consult call was answered.

1 = True
- (dash) = N/A

Voicemails
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HANDLE TIME

HH:mm:ss

Duration of TALK TIME + AFTER CALL WORK TIME.

HOLD TIME

HH:mm:ss

Total time the agent places a contact on hold.

HOLDS

<number>

Number of times a call is placed on hold.

IVR TIME

HH:mm:ss

Duration of IVR time for a call.

PARK TIME

HH:mm:ss

Duration of park time for a call.

PARKS

<number>

Number of times a call is parked.

RING TIME

HH:mm:ss

Duration of ring time for a call.

TALK TIME

HH:mm:ss

Agent talk time. Duration starting from delivery to
agent to disconnect/hang-up.

TALK TIME LESS HOLD HH:mm:ss
AND PARK

Agent talk time. Duration starting from delivery to
agent to disconnect/hang-up, excluding hold time, park
time and consult time.

TRANSFERS

null or 1

Flag indicating a call was transferred.

VOICEMAILS

<number>

Number of messages.
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Field Group
(Reporting Category)

ACD Queue Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

VOICEMAILS
DECLINED

0 = False

Messages declined by agents after being delivered via a
skill.

1 = True
- (dash) = N/A

VOICEMAILS DELETED 0 = False
1 = True

Messages deleted by agents after being delivered via a
skill.

- (dash) = N/A
VOICEMAILS
HANDLED

0 = False
1 = True

Messages handled by agents after being delivered via a
skill.

- (dash) = N/A
VOICEMAILS
RETURNED CALL

0 = False
1 = True

Messages with returned call by agents after being
delivered via a skill.

- (dash) = N/A
VOICEMAILS
TRANSFERRED

0 = False
1 = True

Messages transferred by agents after being delivered
via a skill.

- (dash) = N/A
Agent
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AGENT

<text>

Agent user name.

AGENT EMAIL

<text>

Agent’s email.

AGENT FIRST NAME

<text>

Agent first name.
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Field Group
(Reporting Category)

Agent Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

AGENT GROUP

<text>

Agent's group. When agents belong to multiple groups,
the first-associated group is displayed.

AGENT LAST NAME

<text>

Agent last name.

AGENT NAME

<text>

Agent first and last name, concatenated.

EXTENSION

4 digits

Agent extension.

Agent Data Source
This data source contains information about agents: time, productivity, and number of calls.
When reporting from the Agent data source, two sets of data are available: agent state and call log information. Each set of data
has its own perspective. Agent data is more accurate about an agent's actual participation in a call whereas Call Log data is more
accurate about the call data.
Example Two agents participate in a call. Agent1 transfers the call to agent2 after having spoken for one minute; agent2 speaks for
four minutes. From the agent’s perspective, both agents have one call each (1 minute and 4 minutes). From the call log
perspective, the talk time is 5 minutes.
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Field Group
(Reporting Category)

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

Agent

AGENT

<text>

Agent’s User name.
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Time
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Agent Data Source

AGENT EMAIL

<text>

Agent’s email.

AGENT FIRST NAME

<text>

Agent's first name.

AGENT GROUP

<text>

Agent's Group.

AGENT LAST NAME

<text>

Agent's last name.

AGENT NAME

<text>

Agent's first and last name, concatenated.

AGENT START DATE

YYYY/MM/dd

Agent's start date.

AGENT START MONTH <text>

<January - December>

AGENT START YEAR

YYYY

Agent's start year, based on the start date.

EXTENSION

4 digits

Agent extension.

DATE

YYYY/MM/dd

Date of call or agent event creation.

DATE AND HOUR

EEE, dd MMM YYYY
HH:00

Call or agent event creation date and hour.

DAY OF MONTH

<number>

Call or agent event creation day of month <1 - 31>.

DAY OF WEEK

<text>

Call or agent event creation day: <Sunday Saturday>.

HALF HOUR

HH:00 or HH:30

Aggregate of every 30 minutes. Useful for viewing
data in 30 minute intervals in custom reports.

HOUR

HH:00

Call or agent event creation hour.

HOUR OF DAY

HH

Call or agent event creation hour of day <00 - 23>.
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Agent Data Source

MONTH

<text>

Call or agent event creation month <January December>.

QUARTER HOUR

HH:00 or HH:15 or HH:30
or HH:45

Aggregate of every 15 minutes. Useful for viewing
data in 15 minute intervals in custom reports.

TIME

HH:mm:ss

Call or agent event creation.

TIME INTERVAL

HH:mm:ss - HH:mm:ss

Calculated based on the associated duration
column. For example, if HANDLE TIME is selected
with 1-minute intervals, the resulting data would
include values such as 00:00:00 - 00:01:00, 00:01:00
- 00:02:00, etc.

TIMESTAMP

YYYYMMDDHHMMSSsss

Call or agent event creation time stamp.

YEAR

YYYY

Call or agent event creation year

AGENT STATES

<number>

Number of agent state event records. Previously
called State Counter.
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Agent Data Source

STATE

<text>

Agent's state:
• After Call Work
• Available for Calls
• Available for VMs
• DID Ringing: similar to Ringing but for a non-skill
call to the agent
• Login
• Logout
• Not Available for Calls
• Not Available for VMs
• Not Ready
• On Call
• On Hold
• On Park
• On Preview
• On Voicemail
• Ready
• Ringing
• VM In Progress
• VM Not Available
• Waiting

REASON CODE
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<text>

Information associated with NOT READY and
LOGOUT states, indicating why the agent is in the
state.
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Agent Data Source

MEDIA AVAILABILITY

<text>

Category of information related to agent state.
Useful for matrix reports, e.g., when columns
summarizing time spent in each media availability
are desired. Possible values:
• AVAILABLE FOR ALL
• AVAILABLE FOR CALLS
• AVAILABLE FOR VMs

SKILL AVAILABILITY

<text>

List of all skills used by the agent during login. Data
is presented as Skill1, Skill2, etc.

SKILL LOGGED IN

<text>

One of the skills used by the agent during login. Each
skill is recorded as a separate record.

AVAILABLE FOR ALL

<text>
0 = False

Information associated with READY state, indicating
agent is available for all media (Calls and VMs).

1 = True

• 0: False or Not Ready

- (dash) = N/A

• 1: True or Ready
• dash (-): Does not apply to this item

0 = False

Information associated with READY state, indicating
agent is available for Calls.

1 = True

• 0: False or Not Ready

AVAILABLE FOR CALLS <text>

• 1: True or Ready
• dash (-): Does not apply to this item
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UNAVAILABLE FOR
CALLS

0 = False

Information associated with READY state, indicating
agent is not available for calls.

1 = True

• 0: False or Not Ready

<text>

• 1: True or Ready
• dash (-): Does not apply to this item
UNAVAILABLE FOR
VMs

0 = False

Information associated with READY state, indicating
agent is not available for VMs.

1 = True

• 0: False or Not Ready

<text>

• 1: True or Ready
• dash (-): Does not apply to this item
AVAILABLE FOR VMs

0 = False

Information associated with READY state, indicating
agent is available for VMs.

1 = True

• 0: False or Not Ready

<text>

• 1: True or Ready
• dash (-): Does not apply to this item
State Statistics
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AGENT STATE TIME

HH:mm:ss

Duration of time spent in a state.

LOGIN TIME

HH:mm:ss

Duration of login time.

ON VOICEMAIL TIME

HH:mm:ss

Duration of on voice mail time.

VM IN PROGRESS
TIME

HH:mm:ss

Duration of on voice mail time.

READY TIME

HH:mm:ss

Duration of ready time.

WAIT TIME

HH:mm:ss

Duration of ready time.
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Agent Data Source

NOT READY TIME

HH:mm:ss

Duration of not ready time.

LOGOUT TIME

HH:mm:ss

Duration of logout time.

LOGIN TIMESTAMP

YYYYMMDDHHMMSSsss

Time stamp for login event.

LOGOUT TIMESTAMP

YYYYMMDDHHMMSSsss

Time stamp for logout event.

MANUAL TIME

HH:mm:ss

Duration of manual call time.

ON CALL TIME

HH:mm:ss

Duration of on call time.

RINGING TIME

HH:mm:ss

Duration of ringing time.

ON ACW TIME

HH:mm:ss

Duration of after call work time, for a particular
agent.

AVAILABLE TIME
(LOGIN LESS NOT
READY)

HH:mm:ss

Duration of (login time - not ready time).

OCCUPANCY (LOGIN
LESS WAIT)

HH:mm:ss

Duration of (login time - ready time).

UTILIZATION (LOGIN
LESS WAIT AND NOT
READY)

HH:mm:ss

Duration of (login time - not ready time - ready
time).

PAID TIME

HH:mm:ss

Duration of agent state events flagged as paid time.

UNPAID TIME

HH:mm:ss

Duration of agent state events not flagged as paid
time.
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Calls

Agent Data Source

UTILIZATION (LOGIN
LESS WAIT AND NOT
READY)

HH:mm:ss

Cumulative duration of agent utilization (Login time
less wait and not ready time).

VIDEO TIME

HH:mm:ss

Cumulative duration of agent time spent in video
conference segment(s).

AGENT DISCONNECTS 1 = yes, 0 = no
FIRST

flag Identifying calls where the call disconnect event
is received from the agent rather than the other
party.

ANI

<phone number>

Phone number of the calling party.

CALL ID

<number>

Unique identifier for call, and increments of each
call. More readable identifier than SESSION ID.

CALL SURVEY RESULT

<text>

Call survey response(s) from reporting variables.

CALL TYPE

<text>

Type of call (Reference: Call Types).

CALLS

<number>

Number of calls. Useful for calculations in custom
reports such as number of calls for a time period, for
each agent, or for each disposition.

CALLS UNANSWERED
BY AGENT

0 = False

Flag identifying calls where ring time is greater than
0, talk time is 0, and the difference between the
session start and end timestamps = ring time.

1 = True
- (dash) = N/A

• 0 = False or Not Ready
• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable

CAMPAIGN
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<text>

Campaign name.
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CAMPAIGN TYPE

<text>

Inbound, Outbound, or Auto Dial.

CONSULTS
ANSWERED

0 = False

Flag indicating consult calls answered by an agent.

1 = True

• 0 = False or Not Ready

- (dash) = N/A

• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable

CONSULTS INITIATED

0 = False

Flag indicating consult calls initiated by an agent.

1 = True

• 0 = False or Not Ready

- (dash) = N/A

• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable

DISCONNECTED
FROM HOLD

1 = True

Flag identifying calls where the agent disconnects
the call while it is on hold.

- (dash) = N/A

• 0 = False or Not Ready

0 = False

• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable
DISPOSITION

<text>

Disposition associated with a call.

DNIS

<phone number>

Phone number of the called party.

SKILL

<text>

Skill associated with a call.

TRANSFERRED TO
AGENT

0 = False
1 = True

Calls transferred by an agent to an agent at least
once.

- (dash) = N/A

• 0 = False or Not Ready
• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable
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TRANSFERRED TO
CAMPAIGN

1 = True

Calls transferred by an agent to a campaign at least
once.

- (dash) = N/A

• 0 = False or Not Ready

0 = False

• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable
TRANSFERRED TO
SKILL

0 = False

Calls transferred by an agent to a skill at least once.

1 = True

• 0 = False or Not Ready

- (dash) = N/A

• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable

TRANSFERS TO SAME
QUEUE

1 = True

Calls transferred by an agent back to its originating
skill at least once.

- (dash) = N/A

• 0 = False or Not Ready

0 = False

• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable
Call Statistics
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AFTER CALL WORK
TIME

HH:mm:ss

Duration of after call work time for agent, for
associated call log records.

CONFERENCE TIME

HH:mm:ss

Duration of conference time for agent, for
associated call log records.

CONFERENCES

<number>

Number of conference calls for agent, for associated
call log records.

CONSULT TIME

HH:mm:ss

Duration of consult time for agent, for associated
call log records.
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CONSULTS

<number>

Number of consult calls for agent, for associated call
log records.

DIAL TIME

HH:mm:ss

Duration of time for manual or preview calls
between the start of the call on the agent's side and
either a disconnect by the agent or a connect on the
dialed party side. In addition, the DIAL TIME also
applies to non-user- initiated calls, such as calls from
the Dialer for Outbound calls.

HANDLE TIME

HH:mm:ss

Agent call processing time. TALK TIME plus AFTER
CALL WORK TIME.

HOLD TIME

HH:mm:ss

Duration of consult time for a call.

HOLDS

<number>

Number of times a call was placed on hold by agent,
for associated call log records.

LONG AFTER CALL
WORK

0 = False
1 = True

Calls for agent that exceeded the configured Long
ACW Time KPI.

- (dash) = N/A

• 0 = False or Not Ready
• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable

LONG CALLS

1 = True

Calls for agent that exceeded the configured Long
Call Duration KPI.

- (dash) = N/A

• 0 = False or Not Ready

0 = False

• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable
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LONG HOLDS

1 = True

Calls for agent that exceeded the configured Long
Hold Duration KPI.

- (dash) = N/A

• 0 = False or Not Ready

0 = False

• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable
LONG PARKS

1 = True

Calls for agent that exceeded the configured Long
Park Duration KPI.

- (dash) = N/A

• 0 = False or Not Ready

0 = False

• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable
MISSED CALLS

0 = False
1 = True
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Call flag indicates if a call was missed (True, or 1). No
missed call results in a False, or zero displayed. If you
are using, or creating, a Summary report, you can
use the COUNT aggregate function for this column,
giving you the total number of missed calls.

MISSED CALLS
RETURNED

0 = False

PARK TIME

HH:mm:ss

Duration of park time for agent, for associated call
log records.

PARKS

<number>

Number of times a call was parked by agent, for
associated call log records.

PREVIEW TIME

HH:mm:ss

Duration of preview time for agent, for associated
call log records.

1 = True

A flag indicating if a missed call was returned, this is
a state of the original call, not the returned call.
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PREVIEW
INTERRUPTED BY
CALL

<number>

The number of preview sessions interrupted by an
incoming call.

PREVIEW
INTERRUPTED BY
SKILL VOICEMAIL

<number>

The number of contact preview sessions interrupted
by a skill voicemail message.

PREVIEW
INTERRUPTED

<number>

The total number of contact preview sessions
interrupted.

RING TIME

HH:mm:ss

Duration of ring time for agent, for associated call
log records.

SHORT AFTER CALL
WORK

0 = False
1 = True

Calls for agent that exceeded the configured Short
ACW Time KPI.

- (dash) = N/A

• 0 = False or Not Ready
• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable

SHORT CALLS

1 = True

Calls for agent that exceeded the configured Short
Call Duration KPI.

- (dash) = N/A

• 0 = False or Not Ready

0 = False

• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable
TALK TIME
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HH:mm:ss

Duration of talk time for agent, for associated call
log records.
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TALK TIME LESS HOLD HH:mm:ss
AND PARK

Duration of (talk time - hold time - park time consult time) for agent, for associated call log
records.

TIME TO RETURN
MISSED CALLS

HH:mm:ss

Duration of time between missed call and the return
of that missed call.

TRANSFERS

0 = False

Calls that were transferred by an agent.

1 = True

• 0 = False or Not Ready

- (dash) = N/A

• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable

Voicemails

WORKSHEETS

<number>

Number of worksheets created by an agent during
the time frame.

WORKSHEETS PER
HOUR

<number>

Number of worksheets created by an agent, per
hour.

VOICEMAILS

<number>

Number of agent's voice mail.

VOICEMAILS
DECLINED

0 = False

Declined voice mail.

1 = True

• 0 = False or Not Ready

- (dash) = N/A

• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable

VOICEMAILS DELETED 0 = False

Deleted voice mail.

1 = True

• 0 = False or Not Ready

- (dash) = N/A

• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable
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VOICEMAILS HANDLE
TIME

HH:mm:ss

Total handle time for agent for voice mail.

VOICEMAILS
HANDLED

0 = False

Processed voice mail.

1 = True

• 0 = False or Not Ready

- (dash) = N/A

• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable

VOICEMAILS
RETURNED ALL

1 = True

Voice mail that resulted in a return call from an
agent.

- (dash) = N/A

• 0 = False or Not Ready

0 = False

• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable
VOICEMAILS
TRANSFERRED

0 = False

Voice mail that was transferred.

1 = True

• 0 = False or Not Ready

- (dash) = N/A

• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable

Call Log Data Source
The Call Log data source is the most detailed and most frequently used data source.
The information that you decide to save in the call variable fields is available in Reporting. In the Call Log, the call variables appear
in the column selection wizard page, at the bottom, grouped under the label Call Variables.
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Dispositions can set variable values. The general idea is that you can use the disposition to set the value for variables associated
with a call rather than a contact. And reporting can use these variables to group data for dispositions. For example, you can
summarize product sale totals across multiple dispositions that count as sales entered by agents. You can also filter for calls with
the variable calls.sale equal to 1 and count the number of calls per agent.
Table 1 Call Log Data Source
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Field Group
(Reporting Category)

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

Time

DATE

YYYY/MM/dd

Date call was made.

DATE AND HOUR

EEE, dd MMM YYYY
HH:00

Call date and hour.

DAY OF MONTH

<number>

Call day of month <1 - 31>.

DAY OF WEEK

<text>

Call day <Sunday - Saturday>.

HALF HOUR

HH:00 or HH:30

Aggregate of every 30 minutes. Useful for viewing data
in 30 minute intervals in custom reports.

HOUR

HH:00

Call hour.

HOUR OF DAY

HH

Call hour of day <00 - 23>.

MONTH

<text>

Call month <January - December>.

QUARTER HOUR

HH:00 or HH:15 or
HH:30 or HH:45

Aggregate of every 15 minutes. Useful for viewing data
in 15 minute intervals in custom reports.

TIME

HH:MM:SS

Call time.
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(Reporting Category)

Calls

Call Log Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

TIME INTERVAL

HH:mm:ss - HH:mm:ss

Calculated based on the associated duration column.
For example, if HANDLE TIME is selected with 1-minute
intervals, the resulting data would include values such
as 00:00:00 - 00:01:00, 00:01:00 - 00:02:00, etc.

TIMESTAMP

EEE, dd MMM YYYY
HH:mm:ss

Call creation time stamp.

YEAR

YYYY

Create time year.

ABANDONED

0 = False

Calls abandoned from queue. For inbound calls, it is
set to 1 when the calling party disconnects while in
queue. For outbound calls, it is set to 1 when the
called party answered but an agent was not connected
to the call prior to the configured queue timeout.

1 = True
- (dash) = N/A

0 = False, or Not Ready; 1 = True or Ready; dash (-) =
not applicable on this item
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ABANDON RATE

<percent>

Percentage of total calls marked as abandoned.

ANI

<phone number>

Phone number of the calling party.

ANI AREA CODE

<number>

Area code contained in the ANI.

ANI COUNTRY

<text>

Country identified by the Country Code in the ANI.

ANI COUNTRY CODE

<number>

Country Code in the ANI.

ANI STATE

<text>

State associated with the area code in the ANI.
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Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

CALL ID

<number>

Unique identifier of the call, increments with each call.
More readable identifier than SESSION ID.

CALL TYPE

<text>

Type of call (Table Reference: Call Types).

CALLS

<number>

Number of calls. Useful for calculations in custom
reports such as number of calls for a time period, for
each agent, or for each disposition.

CALLS COMPLETED IN 0 = False
IVR
1 = True
- (dash) = N/A

Calls that terminate normally in the IVR, in one of the
finish modules, without being routed to an agent or
voice mail.
• 0 = False or Not Ready
• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable

CALLS TIMED OUT IN
IVR

0 = False
1 = True
- (dash) = N/A

Calls that experienced at least one of the following
timeouts: Ring Timeout, Prompt Playback Timeout,
Query Module Timeout.
• 0 = False or Not Ready
• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable
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CAMPAIGN

<text>

Campaign Name.

CAMPAIGN TYPE

<text>

Inbound, Outbound, or Auto Dial.
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Field Group
(Reporting Category)

Call Log Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

CONTACTED

0 = False

Indicates calls that have a non-zero TALK TIME.

1 = True

• 0 = False, or no contact made; False in this column
indicates no contact was made; False indicator is
returned for custom dispositions or any of these
system dispositions:
– Call Disconnected’
– Call transferred
– Call Recycled
– Add to DNC
– Internal Call

- (dash) = N/A

• 1 = True or contact was made;
• dash (-) = not applicable on this item
CUSTOMER NAME

<text>

Full name of contact record associated with the call.

DISCONNECTED
FROM HOLD

0 = False
1 = True

Calls where the contact hung up after being placed on
hold by an agent.

- (dash) = N/A

• 0 = False or Not Ready
• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable
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DISPOSITION

<text>

Disposition set for a call.

DNIS

<phone number>

Phone number of the called party.

DNIS AREA CODE

<number>

Area code contained in the DNIS.

DNIS COUNTRY

<text>

Country identified by the Country Code in the DNIS.
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Data Sources for Reports

Field Group
(Reporting Category)

Call Log Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

DNIS COUNTRY CODE

<number>

Country Code in the DNIS.

DNIS STATE

<text>

State associated with the area code in the DNIS.

IVR PATH

<text>

Sequence of IVR scripts and modules for a call,
separated by commas.

LIST NAME

<text>

Name of the list associated with a call, if any.

LIVE CONNECT

0 = False

Indicates whether a person answered the call:

1 = True

• 1 = A person answered call.

- (dash) = N/A

• 0 = A person did not answer the call. Instead, an
answering or FAX machine was detected.
• dash (-) = Does not apply to dialing in Preview
Mode, station calls, manual calls, third-party
transfer, ViVR, and queue callbacks.

NO PARTY CONTACT
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0 = False

Indicates whether a live party was not reached.

1 = True

0 = A live party did not answer the call; Can indicate
that answering machine or facsimile (FAX) machine
was detected, or a custom disposition was assigned
that includes the no party contact flag.

NOTES

<text>

Notes entered by agents during calls.

RECORDINGS

<text>

All recording files associated with a call. Displayed as
links with the time and duration of the recording as
follows: HH:MM:SS (MM:SS).
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Data Sources for Reports

Field Group
(Reporting Category)

Call Log Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

SERVICE LEVEL

0 = False

Service level is calculated based on the Minimum Time
(MT) and Speed of Answer (SA) specified in the custom
report definition.

1 = True
- (dash) = N/A

Abandoned calls with queue time less than the
specified MT are not included in the metric calculation.
0: queue time is more than SA.
1: queue wait time is in the range MT to SA.
Note: To see this metric in the Supervisor Excel
Dashboard, configure it in the KPI tab of the Five9
Administrator > Actions > Configure menu.

SESSION ID

<text>

Unique ID number assigned to the call.

SKILL

<text>

Skill associated with a call.

SPEED OF ANSWER

HH:mm:ss

Queue Wait Time duration for calls answered by an
agent from a particular queue. When a call is queued
multiple times, the total queue wait time is used.
Abandoned calls with queue wait time less than
Minimum Time (MT) are not included in the metric
calculation.

Call Statistics
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3RD PARTY TALK TIME HH:mm:ss

Duration of TALK TIME for Call after being transferred
to third party.

AFTER CALL WORK
TIME

Duration of ON ACW TIME for the agent that
dispositions the call.

HH:mm:ss
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Data Sources for Reports

Field Group
(Reporting Category)
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Call Log Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

BILL TIME (ROUNDED) HH:mm:ss

Same as Duration but rounded based on billing plan.

CALL TIME

HH:MM:SS

Duration of a call from its connection to its disconnect
and/or disposition.

CONFERENCE TIME

HH:MM:SS

Duration of time in a call where a conference was in
progress.

CONFERENCES

<number>

Number of conferences created for a call. This column
does not represent the number of conference
participants.

CONSULT TIME

HH:MM:SS

Duration of time in a call where a consult call was in
progress.

COST

<number>

Cost of call (billing rate in your contract X billing time)

DIAL TIME

HH:MM:SS

Duration of time for manual or preview calls between
the start of the call on the agent's side and either a
disconnect by the agent or a connect on the dialed
party side. In addition, the DIAL TIME also applies to
non-user-initiated calls, such as calls from the Dialer
for Outbound calls.

HANDLE TIME

HH:MM:SS

Duration of TALK TIME + AFTER CALL WORK TIME.

HOLD TIME

HH:MM:SS

Total time the agent places a contact on hold.

HOLDS

<number>

Number of times a call was placed on hold.

IVR COST

<number>

Total post-tax cost for the time a call spends in the IVR.
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Field Group
(Reporting Category)
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Call Log Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

IVR RATE

<number>

Per-minute rate for a call, while it is in the IVR.

IVR TIME

HH:MM:SS

Duration of time a call spent in the IVR.

MANUAL TIME

HH:MM:SS

CALL TIME, for calls where call type = Manual.

PARK TIME

HH:MM:SS

Total duration of time a call spent on park.

PARKS

<number>

Number of times a call was parked.

PREVIEW TIME

HH:MM:SS

Total duration of time a preview record was reviewed
by an agent before making calls to that record's phone
numbers.

PREVIEW
INTERRUPTED BY
CALL

<number>

The number of contact preview sessions interrupted
by an incoming call.

PREVIEW
INTERRUPTED BY
SKILL VOICEMAIL

<number>

The number of contact preview sessions interrupted
by the transfer of a skill voicemail.

PREVIEW
INTERRUPTED

<number>

The total number of contact preview sessions
interrupted.

QUEUE WAIT TIME

HH:MM:SS

Total time the call spent in IVR/ACD queue. Typically
the time spent in a skill group queue. It is the time
from start of wait in queue until call is dropped.

RATE

<number>

Minute rate for call.
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Data Sources for Reports

Field Group
(Reporting Category)

Voice Mail

Call Log Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

RING TIME

HH:MM:SS

Total duration of time a call spent ringing on the
agent(s') phone(s). Manual calls and preview calls do
not have any ring time.

TALK TIME

HH:MM:SS

Total duration of talk time for a call.

TALK TIME LESS HOLD HH:MM:SS
AND PARK

TALK TIME - HOLD TIME - PARK TIME - CONSULT TIME.

TRANSFERS

<number>

Number of transfers for a call. Value is incremented
when any of the following transfers occur: Agent to
Agent/Skill/3rd party, IVR to 3rd Party.

VOICEMAILS

<number>

Number of voicemail delivered via a skill.

VOICEMAILS
DECLINED

0 = False
1 = True

Voicemail declined by agents after being delivered via
a skill.

- (dash) = N/A

• 0 = False or Not Ready
• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable

1 = True

Voicemail deleted by agents after being delivered via a
skill.

- (dash) = N/A

• 0 = False or Not Ready

VOICEMAILS DELETED 0 = False

• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable
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Data Sources for Reports

Field Group
(Reporting Category)

Call Log Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

VOICEMAILS HANDLE
TIME

HH:MM:SS

Duration of processing time for a voice mail delivered
to an agent via a skill.

VOICEMAILS
HANDLED

0 = False
1 = True

Voicemail handled by agents after being delivered via
a skill.

- (dash) = N/A

• 0 = False or Not Ready
• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable

VOICEMAILS
RETURNED CALL

1 = True

Voicemail with a returned call by agents after being
delivered via a skill.

- (dash) = N/A

• 0 = False or Not Ready

0 = False

• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable
VOICEMAILS
TRANSFERRED

1 = True

Voicemail transferred by agents after being delivered
via a skill.

- (dash) = N/A

• 0 = False or Not Ready

0 = False

• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable
Agent
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AGENT

<text>

Agent user name.

AGENT EMAIL

<text>

Agent’s email.

AGENT FIRST NAME

<text>

Agent first name.
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Data Sources for Reports

Field Group
(Reporting Category)

Contact
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Call Log Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

AGENT GROUP

<text>

Agent's group. When agents belong to multiple
groups, the first-associated group is displayed.

AGENT LAST NAME

<text>

Agent last name.

AGENT NAME

<text>

Agent first and last name, concatenated.

DEST AGENT

<text>

Last agent participant in an internal call.

DEST AGENT EMAIL

<text>

Agent's email, for the last agent participant in an
internal call.

DEST AGENT
EXTENSION

<text>

Agent's extension, for the last agent participant in an
internal call.

DEST AGENT FIRST
NAME

<text>

Agent's first name, for the last agent participant in an
internal call.

DEST AGENT GROUP

<text>

Agent's group, for the last agent participant in an
internal call.

DEST AGENT LAST
NAME

<text>

Agent's last name, for the last agent participant in an
internal call.

DEST AGENT NAME

<text>

Agent's full name, for the last agent participant in an
internal call.

EXTENSION

<text>

Extension configured for the agent assigning the
disposition.

CONTACT ID

<number>

Unique identifier for a contact record.
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Data Sources for Reports

Field Group
(Reporting Category)

Call Variables

Call Segment Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

CONTACT CREATE
TIMESTAMP

<text>

Time stamp indicating when the contact record was
created.

CONTACT MODIFIED
TIMESTAMP

<text>

Modified time stamp for a contact record.

Contact numbers

<text>

Phone numbers for a contact.

Contact data

<text>

Custom contact fields configured for a domain.

CAD defined in
disposition

<text>

Reporting call variables configured for a domain.

Call Segment Data Source
A call can contain one or several segments. Call segment data reveals each leg of a call; i.e., every time a participant is added or
changed, including IVR Scripts. The Call Segment data source adds details about calls so that you can analyze the flow of individual
calls.
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Field Group
(Reporting Category)

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

Time

DATE

YYYY/MM/dd

Date of call create time.

DATE AND HOUR

EEE, dd MMM YYYY
HH:00

Create time date and hour.
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Data Sources for Reports

Field Group
(Reporting Category)
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Call Segment Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

DAY OF MONTH

<number>

Create time day of month <1 - 31>.

DAY OF WEEK

<text>

Create time day <Sunday - Saturday>.

HALF HOUR

HH:00 or HH:30

Aggregate of every 30 minutes. Useful for viewing data in
30 minute intervals in custom reports.

HOUR

HH:00

Create time hour.

HOUR OF DAY

HH

Create time hour of day <00 - 23>.

MONTH

<text>

Create time month <January - December>.

QUARTER HOUR

HH:00 or HH:15 or
HH:30 or HH:45

Aggregate of every 15 minutes. Useful for viewing data in
15 minute intervals in custom reports.

TIME

HH:MM:SS

Call create time.

TIMESTAMP

EEE, dd MMM YYYY
HH:mm:ss

Call create time stamp.

YEAR

YYYY

Create time year.
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Call Segment Data Source

Field Group
(Reporting Category)

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

Calls

ABANDONED

0 = False

Calls abandoned from queue. For inbound calls, it is set to
1 when the calling party disconnects while in queue. For
outbound calls, it is set to 1 when the called party
answered but an agent was not connected to the call
prior to the configured queue timeout.

1 = True
- (dash) = N/A

• 0 = False or Not Ready
• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable
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ANI

<phone number>

Phone number of the calling party.

ANI AREA CODE

<number>

Area code contained in the ANI.

ANI COUNTRY

<text>

Country identified by the country code in the ANI.

ANI COUNTRY CODE

<number>

Country Code in the ANI.

ANI STATE

<text>

State associated with the area code in the ANI.

CALL ID

<number>

Unique identifier of the call, increments with each call.
More readable identifier than SESSION ID.

CALL TYPE

<text>

Type of call (Table Reference: Call Type).

Dashboards and Reports Catalog

Data Sources for Reports

Field Group
(Reporting Category)

Call Segment Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

CALLS COMPLETED IN 0 = False
IVR
1 = True
- (dash) = N/A

Description
Calls that terminate normally in the IVR, in one of the
finish modules, without being routed to an agent or voice
mail.
• 0 = False or Not Ready
• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable

CALLS TIMED OUT IN
IVR

Calls that experienced at least one of the following
timeouts: Ring Timeout, Prompt Playback Timeout, Query
Module Timeout.

CAMPAIGN

<text>

Campaign name.

CAMPAIGN TYPE

<text>

Inbound, Outbound, or Auto Dial.

CONTACTED

0 = False

Indicates calls that have a non-zero TALK TIME.

1 = True

• 0 = False, or no contact made; False in this column
indicates no contact was made; False indicator is
returned for custom dispositions or any of these
system dispositions:
– Call Disconnected’
– Call transferred
– Call Recycled
– Add to DNC
– Internal Call

- (dash) = N/A

• 1 = True or contact was made
• dash (-) = not applicable
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Field Group
(Reporting Category)

Call Segment Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

CUSTOMER NAME

<text>

Full name of contact record associated to the call.

DISCONNECTED
FROM HOLD

0 = False
1 = True

Calls where the contact hung up after being placed on
hold by an agent.

- (dash) = N/A

• 0 = False or Not Ready
• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable
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DISPOSITION

<text>

Disposition set for a call.

DNIS

<phone number>

Phone number of the called party.

DNIS AREA CODE

<number>

Area code contained in the DNIS.

DNIS COUNTRY

<text>

Country identified by the Country Code in the DNIS.

DNIS COUNTRY CODE

<number>

Country code in the DNIS.

DNIS STATE

<text>

State associated with the area code in the DNIS.

LIST NAME

<text>

Name of the list associated with a call if any.

NOTES

<text>

Notes entered by agents during a call.

RECORDINGS

<text>

Recording files associated to a call. Displayed as links to
the files with the time and duration of the recording as
follows: HH:MM:SS (MM:SS).
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Data Sources for Reports

Field Group
(Reporting Category)

Call Segment Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

SERVICE LEVEL

0 = False

Service level is calculated based on the Minimum Time
(MT) and Speed of Answer (SA) specified in the custom
report definition.

1 = True
- (dash) = N/A

Abandoned calls with queue time less than the specified
MT are not included in the metric calculation.
0: queue time is more than SA.
1: queue wait time is in the range MT to SA.
Note: To see this metric in the Supervisor Excel
Dashboard, configure it in the KPI tab of the Five9
Administrator > Actions > Configure menu.

SESSION ID

<text>

Unique ID number assigned to the call.

SKILL

<text>

Skill associated with a call.

SPEED OF ANSWER

HH:mm:ss

Queue Wait Time duration for calls answered by an agent
from a particular queue. When a call is queued multiple
times, the total queue wait time is used.
Abandoned calls with queue wait time less than
Minimum Time (MT) are not included in the metric
calculation.

Call Statistics
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3RD PARTY TALK TIME HH:MM:SS

Duration of TALK TIME for Call after being transferred to
3rd party.

AFTER CALL WORK
TIME

Duration of ON ACW TIME for the agent that dispositions
the call.

HH:MM:SS
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Data Sources for Reports

Field Group
(Reporting Category)
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Call Segment Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

CALL TIME

HH:MM:SS

Duration of a call from its connection to its disconnect
and/or disposition.

CONFERENCE TIME

HH:MM:SS

Duration in a call where a conference was in progress.

CONFERENCES

<number>

Number of conferences created for a call. This column
does not represent the number of conference
participants.

CONSULT TIME

HH:MM:SS

Duration in a call where a consult call was in progress.

COST

<number>

Total post-tax cost for a call.

IVR COST

<number>

Total post-tax cost for the time a call spends in the IVR.

IVR RATE

<number>

Per-minute rate for a call, while it is in the IVR.

HANDLE TIME

HH:MM:SS

Duration of TALK TIME + AFTER CALL WORK TIME.

HOLD TIME

HH:MM:SS

Total time the agent places a contact on hold.

HOLDS

<number>

Number of times a call was placed on hold.

PARK TIME

HH:MM:SS

Duration a call spent on park.

PARKS

<number>

Number of times a call was parked.

PREVIEW TIME

HH:MM:SS

Duration a preview record was reviewed by an agent
before making calls to that record's phone numbers.
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Field Group
(Reporting Category)
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Call Segment Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

RING TIME

HH:MM:SS

Duration of time a call spent ringing on the agent(s')
phone(s). Manual calls and preview calls do not have any
ring time.

RATE

<number>

Per-minute rate for a call.

TALK TIME

HH:MM:SS

Duration of talk time for a call.

TRANSFERS

<number>

Number of transfers for a call. Value is incremented when
any of the following transfers occur: Agent to Agent/Skill/
3rd party, IVR to 3rd Party.

QUEUE WAIT TIME

HH:MM:SS

Duration of time a call spent in one or more queues.

Contact

CONTACT ID

<number>

Unique identifier for a contact record.

Call Segment

CALL SEGMENT ID

<number>

Unique identifier for a call segment record.

CALLED PARTY

<text>

Phone number or a resource of the VCC, such as an IVR
Script or Agent.

CALLING PARTY

<text>

Phone number or a resource of the VCC, such as an IVR
Script or Agent.

RESULT

<text>

Result of call segment (Reference: Call Segment Events).

SEGMENT TIME

HH:MM:SS

Duration of the call segment.

SEGMENT TYPE

<text>

Type of call segment (Reference: Call Segment Events).
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Data Sources for Reports

Contact Data Source

Contact Data Source
Field Group
(Reporting Category)

Filed Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

Agent

AGENT

<text>

Agent user name.

AGENT EMAIL

<text>

Agent’s email.

AGENT FIRST NAME

<text>

Agent first name.

AGENT GROUP

<text>

Agent's group. When agents belong to multiple groups,
the first-associated group is displayed.

AGENT LAST NAME

<text>

Agent last name.

AGENT NAME

<text>

Agent first and last name, concatenated.

EXTENSION

<text>

Extension configured for the agent setting the disposition.

CONTACT RECORD
CREATE TIMESTAMP

<text>

Contact record create time stamp.

CONTACT RECORD
MODIFIED
TIMESTAMP

<text>

Modified time stamp for a contact record.

DATE

YYYY/MM/dd

Date of call create time.

DATE AND HOUR

EEE, dd MMM YYYY
HH:00

Create time date and hour.

DAY OF MONTH

<number>

Create time day of month <1 - 31>.

Time
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Data Sources for Reports

Field Group
(Reporting Category)

Contact

Contact Data Source

Filed Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

DAY OF WEEK

<text>

Create time day <Sunday - Saturday>.

HALF HOUR

HH:00 or HH:30

Aggregate of every 30 minutes. Useful for viewing data in
30 minute intervals in custom reports.

HOUR

HH:00

Create time hour.

HOUR OF DAY

HH

Create time hour of day <00 - 23>.

MONTH

<text>

Create time month <January - December>.

QUARTER HOUR

HH:00, HH:15, HH:30,
or HH:45

Aggregate of every 15 minutes. Useful for viewing data in
15 minute intervals in custom reports.

TIME

HH:MM:SS

Call create time.

YEAR

YYYY

Create time year.

ACTIVITIES

Agent Notes on a contact with no call association.

ACTIVITIES
TIMESTAMP

Time when agent created the activity note.

CONTACT ID

<number>

Unique identifier for a contact record.

CONTACT IN DNC

0 = False
1 = True

Flag indicating when any one of the numbers for a contact
is in the DNC List.

- (dash) = N/A

• 0 = False or Not Ready
• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable
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Field Group
(Reporting Category)

Calls
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Contact Data Source

Filed Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

CONTACT RECORDS

<number>

Number of contact records. Useful for calculations in
custom reports such as number of records where
CONTACT IN DNC = 1.

CONTACT NUMBER

<text>

Phone numbers for a contact.

Contact data

<text>

Custom contact fields configured for a domain.

BILL TIME (ROUNDED) HH:MM:SS

CALL TIME, rounded to the next-highest six- second
increment.

CALL ID

<number>

Unique identifier of the call, increments with each call.
More readable identifier than SESSION ID.

CALL TYPE

<text>

Type of call (Reference: Call Types.)

CAMPAIGN

<text>

Campaign Name.

CAMPAIGN TYPE

<text>

Inbound, outbound, or autodial.

COST

<number>

Total post-tax cost for a call.

CUSTOMER NAME

<text>

First and last name for a contact record.

DISPOSITION

<text>

Disposition set for a call.

FIRST DISPOSITION

<text>

Disposition set for the first call that included the contact.

IVR RATE

<number>

Per-minute rate for a call, while it is in the IVR.

IVR COST

<number>

Total post-tax cost for the time a call spends in the IVR.
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Data Sources for Reports

Field Group
(Reporting Category)

DNC Data Source

Filed Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

LAST DISPOSITION

<text>

Disposition set for the most recent call that included the
contact.

LIST NAME

<text>

Name of the list associated with a call, if any.

NOTES

<text>

Notes entered by agents during a call.

NOTES TIMESTAMP

<text>

Time stamp for a call that has notes entered by agents.

RATE

<number>

Per-minute rate for a call.

DNC Data Source
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Field Group
(Reporting Category)

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

Time

DATE

YYYY/MM/dd

Date the number was added to the DNC list.

DATE AND HOUR

EEE, dd MMM YYYY
HH:00

Date and hour the number was added to the DNC list.

DAY OF MONTH

<number>

Day of the month the number was added to the DNC
list. <1 - 31>.

DAY OF WEEK

<text>

Day of the week the number was added to the DNC
list. <Sunday - Saturday>.
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Data Sources for Reports

Field Group
(Reporting Category)

DNC

Contact

DNC Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

HOUR

HH:00

Hour the number was added to the DNC list.

HOUR OF DAY

HH

Hour of the day the number was added to the DNC
list. <00 - 23>

MONTH

M

Month the number was added to the DNC list.
<January - December>

TIME

HH:mm:ss

Time of day the number was added to the DNC list.

TIMESTAMP

EEE, dd MMM YYYY
HH:mm:ss

Time log of when the number was added to the Do
Not Call (DNC) list.

YEAR

YYYY

Year the number was added to the DNC list.

DNC NUMBER

<phone number>

Phone number

RECORD COUNTER

Number of records considered for that row.

CUSTOMER NAME

First and last name for a contact record.

CONTACT ID

Unique identifier for a contact record.

Contact numbers

Call Variables
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<phone number>

Displays all the numbers individually.

Contact data

Displays all the data individually.

User-created call
variables

The information that you save is available in reports.
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Data Sources for Reports

IVR Data Source

IVR Data Source
The columns in the IVR reports provide information about the resolution of calls processed by IVR or Visual scripts, such as time to
abandon and transfers to agents. IVR reports can also provide information about each module, such as the duration of the module and
the user’s input.

Field Group
(Reporting Category)

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

Agent

AGENT

<text>

Agent's user name.

AGENT EMAIL

<text>

Agent's email address.

AGENT FIRST NAME

<text>

Agent's first name.

AGENT GROUP

<text>

Agent's agent group.

AGENT LAST NAME

<text>

Agent's last name.

AGENT NAME

<text>

Agent's first and last name, concatenated.

EXTENSION

4 digits

Agent extension.

CONTACT ID

<number>

Unique identifier for a contact record.

CONTACT CREATE
TIMESTAMP

<text>

Contact record create time stamp.

CONTACT MODIFIED
TIMESTAMP

<text>

Modified time stamp for a contact record.

Contact numbers

<text>

Phone numbers for a contact.

Contact data

<text>

Custom contact fields configured for a domain.

Contact
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Field Group
(Reporting Category)

Time
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IVR Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

DATE

YYYY/MM/dd

Date of call create time.

DATE AND HOUR

EEE, dd MMM YYYY
HH:00

Create time date and hour.

DAY OF MONTH

<number>

Create time day of month <1 - 31>.

DAY OF WEEK

<text>

Create time day <Sunday - Saturday>.

HALF HOUR

HH:00 or HH:30

Aggregate of every 30 minutes. Useful for viewing data in
30 minute intervals in custom reports.

HOUR

HH:00

Create time hour.

HOUR OF DAY

HH

Create time hour of day <00 - 23>.

MONTH

<text>

Create time month <January - December>.

QUARTER HOUR

HH:00 or HH:15 or
HH:30 or HH:45

Aggregate of every 15 minutes. Useful for viewing data in
15 minute intervals in custom reports.

TIME

HH:MM:SS

Call create time.

TIME INTERVAL

HH:mm:ss - HH:mm:ss

Calculated based on the associated duration column. For
example, if HANDLE TIME is selected with 1-minute
intervals, the resulting data would include values such as
00:00:00 - 00:01:00, 00:01:00 - 00:02:00, etc.

TIMESTAMP

EEE, dd MMM YYYY
HH:mm:ss

Call create time stamp.

YEAR

YYYY

Create time year.
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Field Group
(Reporting Category)

IVR Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

CALLS ABANDONED
IN QUEUE

0 = False

Calls that are disconnected while queued for a skill.

1 = True

• 0 = False or Not Ready

- (dash) = N/A

• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable

IVR

CALLS COMPLETED IN 0 = False
IVR
1 = True
- (dash) = N/A

Calls that are completed as expected in the IVR.
• 0 = False or Not Ready
• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable

CALLS
DISCONNECTED IN
IVR

1 = True

Calls where a caller disconnects at an unexpected point in
the IVR.

- (dash) = N/A

• 0 = False or Not Ready

0 = False

• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable
CALLS TRANSFERRED
TO AGENT

0 = False

Calls where a caller was transferred to an agent.

1 = True

• 0 = False or Not Ready

- (dash) = N/A

• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable
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IVR COST

<number>

Total post-tax cost for the time a call spends in the IVR.

IVR PATH

<text>

Sequence of IVR modules and foreign scripts used during
a call.
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Field Group
(Reporting Category)
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IVR Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

IVR RATE

<number>

Per-minute rate for a call, while it is in the IVR.

IVR SCRIPT

<text>

First IVR Script used by a call.

IVR SESSION ID

<text>

Unique identifier for a session in the IVR.

IVR TIME

HH:MM:SS

Duration of time a call spent in the IVR.

IVR TIME TO
ABANDON

HH:MM:SS

Duration of time a call spent in the IVR, for calls that are
flagged as ABANDONED FROM QUEUE.

IVR TIME TO FIRST
PROMPT

HH:MM:SS

Duration of time a call spent in the IVR until the first
module containing a prompt is encountered.

IVR TIME TO FIRST
QUEUE

HH:MM:SS

Duration of time a call spent in the IVR until it was queued
for a skill.

Media Type

<text>

Type of IVR that you choose in the Interactive Voice
Response tab of Step 7 of the report creation wizard:
Voice or Visual IVR. In the report, you see the count for
the selected option.

PATH TO ABANDON

<number>

Number of distinct IVR Paths that resulted in an
abandoned call (flagged as ABANDONED FROM QUEUE).

PATH TO AGENT

<number>

Number of distinct IVR Paths that resulted in a transfer to
agent (flagged as TRANSFERRED TO AGENT).

PATH TO AGENT
TRANSFER

<number>

Number of distinct IVR Paths that resulted in at least one
call transferred by an agent.
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Field Group
(Reporting Category)

Calls
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IVR Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

PATH TO NO MATCH

<number>

Number of distinct IVR Paths that resulted in at least one
call that traveled down the No Match branch of a Case or
Menu module.

PATH TO SKILL

<number>

Number of distinct IVR Paths that resulted in at least one
call that was queued for a skill.

PATH WITH MAX
AGENT TRANSFER

<number>

Number of distinct IVR Paths that resulted in at least one
call with the maximum number of transfers by agents,
compared against all calls in the report.

Visual IVR

<number>

Number that corresponds to the value of Media Type for
the session. For Visual IVR sessions, the value is 1.
Otherwise, it is 0.

Voice IVR

<number>

Number that corresponds to the value of Media Type for
the session. For voice IVR sessions, the value is 1.
Otherwise, it is 0.

ANI

<phone number>

Phone number of the calling party.

CALL ID

<number>

Unique identifier of the call, increments with each call.
More readable identifier than SESSION ID.

CALL TIME

HH:MM:SS

Duration of a call from its connection to its disconnect
and/or disposition.

CALL TYPE

<text>

Type of call (Reference: Call Types.)

CAMPAIGN

<text>

Campaign name.
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Field Group
(Reporting Category)

IVR Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

CAMPAIGN TYPE

<text>

Inbound, outbound, or autodial.

DISPOSITION

<text>

Disposition set for a call.

DNIS

<phone number>

Phone number of the called party.

HANDLE TIME

HH:MM:SS

Duration of TALK TIME + AFTER-CALL WORKTIME.

DTMF INPUTS

0 = False
1 = True

At least one DTMF input attempt was provided by a caller
in a module.

- (dash) = N/A

• 0 = False or Not Ready
• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable

Module
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INPUT ATTEMPTS

<number>

Number of input attempts for a module.

INPUT TIMEOUTS

TTS.

IVR TIME TO MODULE HH:MM:SS

Duration of time from the beginning of an IVR Script to
the start of a module within the script.

MODULE

<text>

Name of a module.

MODULE START
TIMESTAMP

EEE, dd MMM YYYY
HH:mm:ss

Start time stamp for a module, for a given call and IVR
Script.

MODULE TIME

HH:MM:SS

Duration of time spent in a module, for a given call and
IVR Script.

MODULE TYPE

<text>

Type of module.
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Field Group
(Reporting Category)

IVR Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

PATH TO MODULE

<text>

All unique IVR Paths that led to a given module.

0 = False
1 = True

At least one DTMF input attempt was provided by a caller
in a module.

- (dash) = N/A

• 0 = False or Not Ready

QUERY MODULE
ERROR
QUERY MODULE
LATENCY
QUERY MODULE
TIMEOUT
RECORDING
SILENCE TIMEOUTS
SPEECH INPUTS

• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable
TERMINATIONS

0 = False

A termination key was pressed in a module.

1 = True

• 0 = False or Not Ready

- (dash) = N/A

• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable

USER INPUT
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<text>

All recognized spoken caller inputs, concatenated.
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List Data Source
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Field Group
(Reporting Category)

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

Time

DATE

YYYY/MM/dd

Date of list record create time. The date a contact
record was added to the list.

DATE AND HOUR

EEE, dd MMM YYYY
HH:00

Create time date and hour.

DAY OF MONTH

<number>

Create time day of month <1 - 31>.

DAY OF WEEK

<text>

Create time day <Sunday - Saturday>.

HALF HOUR

HH:00 or HH:30

Aggregate of every 30 minutes. Useful for viewing
data in 30 minute intervals in custom reports.

HOUR

HH:00

Create time hour.

HOUR OF DAY

HH

Create time hour of day <00 - 23>.

MONTH

<text>

Create time month <January - December>.

QUARTER HOUR

HH:00 or HH:15 or
HH:30, or HH:45

Aggregate of every 15 minutes. Useful for viewing
data in 15 minute intervals in custom reports.

TIME

HH:MM:SS

List record create time.

TIME INTERVAL

HH:mm:ss - HH:mm:ss

Calculated based on the associated duration column.
For example, if TIME TO CONTACT is selected with 1hour intervals, the resulting data would include values
such as 00:00:00 - 01:00:00, 01:00:00 - 02:00:00, etc.
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Field Group
(Reporting Category)

Contact

List Records
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List Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

TIMESTAMP

EEE, dd MMM YYYY
HH:mm:ss

List record create time stamp.

YEAR

YYYY

Create time year.

CONTACT CREATE
TIMESTAMP

<text>

Contact record create time stamp.

CONTACT ID

<number>

Unique identifier for a contact record.

CONTACT MODIFIED
TIMESTAMP

<text>

Modified time stamp for a contact record.

Contact data

<text>

Custom contact fields configured for a domain.

ATTEMPTS TO FIRST
CONTACT

<number>

Number of dial attempts until a call is flagged as
CONTACTED.

CAMPAIGN

<text>

Campaign associated to the list record.

CAMPAIGN TYPE

<text>

Campaign type of the campaign associated to the list
record.
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Field Group
(Reporting Category)

List Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

CONTACTED

0 = False

Indicates calls that have a non-zero TALK TIME.

1 = True

• 0 = False, or no contact made; False in this column
indicates no contact was made; False indicator is
returned for custom dispositions or any of these
system dispositions:
– Call Disconnected’
– Call transferred
– Call Recycled
– Add to DNC
– Internal Call

- (dash) = N/A

• 1 = True or contact was made;
• dash (-) = not applicable on this item
DIAL ATTEMPTS

<number>

All dial attempts for a list record across all its phone
numbers.

DIALED RECORDS

<number>

Number of records with at least one dial attempt.

FINAL

0 = False
1 = True

Flag for a list record indicating whether the
disposition is final.

- (dash) = N/A

• 0 = False or Not Ready
• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable
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FINAL DISPOSITION

<text>

Final disposition for a list record.

FINAL DISPOSITION
TIMESTAMP

<text>

Time stamp of final disposition for a list record.
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Field Group
(Reporting Category)

List Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

FIRST CONTACT
TIMESTAMP

<text>

Time stamp of the first call resulting in a contact for a
list record.

IN PROGRESS

0 = False
1 = True

Flag for a list record indicating that the disposition is
not final.

- (dash) = N/A

• 0 = False or Not Ready
• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable
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LAST ATTEMPT CALL
ID

<number>

Unique identifier for the last dial attempt to the list
record.

LAST ATTEMPT
PHONE NUMBER

<phone number>

Phone number used for the last dial attempt.

LAST CALL DAY

YYYY/MM/dd

Date of the last dial attempt.

LAST CALL TIME

HH:MM:SS

Time of the last dial attempt.

LAST CALL
TIMESTAMP

EEE, dd MMM YYYY
HH:mm:ss

Time stamp of the last dial attempt.

LAST DISPOSITION

<text>

Last disposition used for the record.

LAST SKIPPED
REASON

<text>

Last disposition used when skipping a record in a
preview campaign.

LAST SKIPPED
TIMESTAMP

EEE, dd MMM YYYY
HH:mm:ss

Time stamp for the most recent time a record was
skipped in a preview campaign.
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Field Group
(Reporting Category)

List Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

LIST NAME

<text>

Name of the calling list.

LIST RECORD ID

<number>

Unique identifier of the list record.

LIST RECORDS

<number>

Number of list records. Useful for calculations in
custom reports such as number of list records for each
list status (New, In Progress, Unreachable, Final).

NEW

0 = False

Flag for a list record not yet assigned a disposition.

1 = True

• 0 = False or Not Ready

- (dash) = N/A

• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable
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PROFILE DISABLED
NUMBER STATUS

<text>

Automatically calculated status for a list record,
indicating whether it is New, In Progress,
Unreachable, or Final.

TIME TO FIRST
CONTACT

HH:MM:SS

Duration of time from the creation of the contact
record to the time the first call made to the record is
flagged as CONTACTED.
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Field Group
(Reporting Category)

List Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

UNREACHABLE

0 = False

Flag for a list record indicating that it cannot be dialed
due to one of the following reasons: Record's
numbers are in the DNC List, Record's numbers are
assigned the Do Not Dial disposition, the maximum
number of attempts was reached for the list record,
the campaign profile prevents the record from being
dialed.

1 = True
- (dash) = N/A

• 0 = False or Not Ready
• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable on this item
UNREACHABLE - DNC

1 = True

Flag for a list record indicating that it cannot be dialed
because its numbers are in the DNC List.

- (dash) = N/A

• 0 = False or Not Ready

0 = False

• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable on this item
UNREACHABLE - DO
NOT DIAL

0 = False
1 = True
- (dash) = N/A

Flag for a list record indicating that it cannot be dialed
because its numbers are assigned the Do Not Dial
disposition.
• 0 = False or Not Ready
• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable on this item
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Field Group
(Reporting Category)

List Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

UNREACHABLE - MAX 0 = False
ATTEMPTS
1 = True
- (dash) = N/A

Description
Flag for a list record indicating that it cannot be dialed
because the maximum number of attempts was
reached.
• 0 = False or Not Ready
• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable on this item

Agent

List Detail
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AGENT EMAIL

<text>

Agent's email address

AGENT FIRST NAME

<text>

Agent's first name

AGENT GROUP

<text>

Agent's agent group

AGENT LAST NAME

<text>

Agent's last name

AGENT NAME

<text>

Agent's First and Last Name, concatenated.

EXTENSION

4 digits

Agent extension.

LAST AGENT

<text>

Last agent that contacted a list record. Agent's First
and Last Name, concatenated.

number1

<phone number>

Current first phone number for a list record.

number1 DIAL
ATTEMPTS

<number>

All dial attempts for a list record for Number 1.

number1 LAST CALL
TIMESTAMP

EEE, dd MMM YYYY
HH:mm:ss

Time stamp of the last dial attempt to Number 1 for a
list record.
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Field Group
(Reporting Category)

List Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

number1 LAST
DISPOSITION

<text>

Disposition for the most recent call to Number 1 for a
list record.

number1 LAST
DISPOSITION
TIMESTAMP

EEE, dd MMM YYYY
HH:mm:ss

Time stamp of the most recent call to Number 1 for a
list record.

number1 LAST
UPDATE TIMESTAMP

EEE, dd MMM YYYY
HH:mm:ss

Time stamp of the most recent update to the Number
1 field for a list record. E.g., when a campaign's
dispositions are reset, this field will store the time
stamp when the reset occurred.

number1 MAX DIAL
ATTEMPTS REACHED

0 = False

Flag for a list record indicating that the Number 1
phone number cannot be dialed because the
maximum number of dial attempts was reached for
the number.

1 = True
- (dash) = N/A

• 0 = False or Not Ready
• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable on this item
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number1 RESET
COUNT

<number>

Number of times the disposition for Number 1 was
reset.

number2

<phone number>

Current second phone number for a list record.

number2 DIAL
ATTEMPTS

<number>

All dial attempts for a list record for Number 2.
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Field Group
(Reporting Category)

List Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

number2 LAST CALL
TIMESTAMP

EEE, dd MMM YYYY
HH:mm:ss

Time stamp of the last dial attempt to Number 2 for a
list record.

number2 LAST
DISPOSITION

<text>

Disposition for the most recent call to Number 2 for a
list record.

number2 LAST
DISPOSITION
TIMESTAMP

EEE, dd MMM YYYY
HH:mm:ss

Time stamp of the most recent call to Number 2 for a
list record.

number2 LAST
UPDATE TIMESTAMP

EEE, dd MMM YYYY
HH:mm:ss

Time stamp of the most recent update to the Number
2 field for a list record. For example, when a campaign
dispositions are reset, this field stores the time when
the reset occurred.

number2 MAX DIAL
ATTEMPTS REACHED

0 = False

Flag for a list record indicating that the Number 2
phone number cannot be dialed because the
maximum number of dial attempts was reached for
the number.

1 = True
- (dash) = N/A

• 0 = False or Not Ready
• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable on this item
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number2 RESET
COUNT

<number>

Number of times the disposition for Number 2 was
reset.

number3

<phone number>

Current third phone number for a list record.
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Field Group
(Reporting Category)

List Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

number3 DIAL
ATTEMPTS

<number>

All dial attempts for a list record for Number 3.

number3 LAST CALL
TIMESTAMP

EEE, dd MMM YYYY
HH:mm:ss

Time stamp of the last dial attempt to Number 3 for a
list record.

number3 LAST
DISPOSITION

<text>

Disposition for the most recent call to Number 3 for a
list record.

number3 LAST
DISPOSITION
TIMESTAMP

EEE, dd MMM YYYY
HH:mm:ss

Time stamp of the most recent call to Number 3 for a
list record.

number3 LAST
UPDATE TIMESTAMP

EEE, dd MMM YYYY
HH:mm:ss

Time stamp of the most recent update to the Number
3 field for a list record. E.g., when a campaign's
dispositions are reset, this field will store the time
stamp when the reset occurred.

number3 MAX DIAL
ATTEMPTS REACHED

0 = False

Flag for a list record indicating that the Number 3
phone number cannot be dialed because the
maximum number of dial attempts was reached for
the number.

1 = True
- (dash) = N/A

• 0 = False or Not Ready
• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable on this item
number3 RESET
COUNT
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<number>

Number of times the disposition for Number 3 was
reset.
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Multichannel Data Source
This illustration shows the core metrics used to calculate Group SLAs and Agent KPIs for social, email, and chat interactions.

Multichannel
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Interaction Segment

Segment Description

Start Time

Begins when the text item (social post, chat, or email) enters the queue. Note that there may be delays
between the time an author posts the item (the publish date) and when it becomes active in the queue.
Delays can be a result of network traffic, connection speeds, and more. The publish date is not
necessarily reflective of when the agent actually received the post to engage.

Queue Time

(Group SLA metric) Begins when a text-based item enters the queue (Start Time). Queue Time spans from
Start Time until the item is either automatically assigned or manually selected by an agent.
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Interaction Segment

Multichannel Data Source

Segment Description (Continued)
Average Queue Time (AQT)– (Group SLA metric) The average time for all text items entering the queue
until they are either automatically assigned or manually selected by an agent.
Maximum Queue Time (MQT)– (Group SLA metric) Represents the longest time for a text item to be
assigned or manually selected by an agent. If this metric is unusually high for an extended period of time,
an overall service level problem might need to be addressed for that group.

Time of Assignment

The time stamp when a text item is assigned to an agent or manually selected.

First Response Time

First response times are calculated for groups and for individual agents. Calculated from Start Time until
the first outreach response is sent. First response is likely different for various text engagements.
Twitter – initial response to a question received from a Twitter author.
Email – initial response to an email request; could be an automated response.
Chat – initial response to a chat request could be a automated or manual welcome when a chat request
is received.
Group First Response Time = Average Queue Time + Average Agent’s First Response Time
Average First Response Time – (Group SLA metric) Average time between Start Time and first responses
of all items for the group during the specific time period.
Maximum First Response Time – (Group SLA metric) Longest time for a first response to occur for the
group during the specified time period.
First Response Time (Action Time) – (Individual SLA metric) The time from Time of Assignment to the
initial outreach in response to an engagement request.
Average First Response Time (Average Action Time) – (Individual SLA metric) Average time between
Time of Assignment and first outreach for all text engagements for an individual agent during a specified
time period. Calculated separately from any disposition activity the agent may perform during that
period.
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Segment Description (Continued)
Maximum First Response Time (Maximum Action Time) – The longest time between the Time of
Assignment and the first response by an agent to any text engagement request during the specified time
period.

Progress Time

(Individual KPI metric) Time span between Time of Assignment and the beginning time stamp of the last
open disposition for a text engagement. Multiple dispositions may occur for any text engagement
request. Progress time indicates how long items are actively worked from the Time of Assignment until
Closing.
Average Progress Time (APT) – (Individual Agent KPI Metric) Average time between Time of Assignment
and the beginning time stamp of the last open disposition for all items handled during the specified time
period.
Significance: Indicates how much time an individual agent uses to review assigned items and decide
what type of outreach to apply.
Maximum Progress Time (MPT) – (Individual Agent KPI Metric) Longest time between Time of
Assignment and the beginning time stamp of the last open disposition for a text item.
Significance: Indicates how much time the agent required to review an assigned item and begin to
process that item.

Resolution Time

(Individual Agent KPI Metric) Time from the beginning of the last open disposition to setting the Closed
disposition for the engagement.
Agent Handle Time = Progress Time + Resolution Time
Average Resolution Time – Average length of time an agent spends to move post items from the last
Open disposition to its final closed disposition during a specified time period.
Significance: Average of time for a group or individual to work text engagements and close them from
the last Open state.
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Segment Description (Continued)
Maximum Resolution Time (MRT) – Longest time for an agent to move an engagement from the last
Open disposition to the final Closed disposition.
Significance: Time agents are taking to resolve open items.

Handle Time

(Individual Agent KPI Metric) The period of time between Time of Assignment to closed (or resolved)
disposition.
Handle time = Initial Response Time + Progress Time + Resolution Time
Average Handle Time (AHT) –Average of all text engagements processed and resolved between Time of
Assignment through Closed time during a specified time period.
Maximum Handle Time (MHT) – Longest handling time for a single text engagement from Time of
Assignment through Closed Time for an agent during a specified time period.

Handle Time

(Group SLA metric) Time between Start Time and Closed Time for the group.
Queue Time + Initial Response Time + Progress Time + Resolution Time or
Queue Time + Agent Handle Time
Average Handle Time (AHT)– (Group SLA metric) Average of all text engagements for the group
processed and resolved during a specified time period.
Maximum Handle Time (MHT) – (Group SLA metric) Longest time for a single text engagement from Start
Time through Closed disposition.
Significance: Supervisors can monitor how agents are responding to the workload. Engagements can be
rerouted as needed.

Closed Time
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Time when the agent set the Closed disposition for a text engagement.
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These additional reporting terms are related to engagement segments.
Reporting Terms

Reporting Significance

FRC

First Resolution Complete (FRC) – Shortest time from the beginning of an engagement to complete the
engagement in a Closed disposition.

Media Type

Type of IVR that you choose in the Interactive Voice Response tab of Step 7 of the report creation wizard:
Voice or Visual IVR. In the report, you see the count for the selected option.

Outreach Indicator

Indicators for Positive, Negative, and Neutral rating.

Counter

Counts the call records. One entry per call. When used in Summary or Matrix reports, counters are
summed by engagement type or agent.

Multichannel Report Selections
The significance of a field in a report depends on the reporting category in the data source from which the field is chosen. See
Description of the Columns in the Multi-Channel Report for descriptions of each field within its reporting category.
While you would not necessarily use only the fields from one reporting category, these example reports show each reporting
category separately. See the Description of the Columns in the Multi-Channel Report for details about each of these data sources
and reporting fields.

Multichannel–Time Fields Example Report
This sample report shows all of the Multichannel Time fields as they would appear in an actual report.
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Multichannel Calls Fields Example Report
This sample report shows all of the Multichannel Calls fields as they would appear in an actual report.

Multichannel Social Fields Example Report
This sample report shows all of the Multichannel Social fields as they would appear in a report.
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Description of the Columns in the Multi-Channel Report
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Field Group
(Reporting Category)

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

Time

DATE

YYYY/MM/dd

Date of list record create time. The date a contact
record was added to the list.

DATE AND HOUR

EEE, dd MMM YYYY
HH:00

Create time date and hour.

DAY OF MONTH

<number>

Create time day of month <1 - 31>.
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Data Sources for Reports

Field Group
(Reporting Category)

Multichannel Report Selections

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

DAY OF WEEK

<text>

Create time day <Sunday - Saturday>.

HALF HOUR

HH:00 or HH:30

Aggregate of every 30 minutes. Useful for viewing
data in 30 minute intervals in custom reports.

HOUR

HH:00

Create time hour.

HOUR OF DAY

HH

Create time hour of day <00 - 23>.

MONTH

<text>

Create time month <January - December>.

QUARTER HOUR

HH:00 or HH:15 or
HH:30, or HH:45

Aggregate of every 15 minutes. Useful for viewing
data in 15 minute intervals in custom reports.

TIME

HH:MM:SS

List record create time.

TIMESTAMP

EEE, dd MMM YYYY
HH:mm:ss

List record create time stamp.

YEAR

YYYY

Create time year.

AGENT

<text>

Agent's First and Last Name, concatenated.

CAMPAIGN

<text>

Campaign name

COUNTER

<numeric>

Counts the call records. One entry per call. When
used in Summary or Matrix reports, counters are
summed by engagement type or agent.

CUSTOMER ID

<alphanumeric>

The uniques identifier assigned to a customer.

END TIME

Calls
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Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

DISPOSITION

<text>

Disposition set for a call.

PARENT SESSION
GUID

<alphanumeric>

Global unique parent session identifier.

SESSION GUID

<alphanumeric>

Global unique session identifier. Every new session is
assigned a unique session ID.

SKILL

<text>

Skill Group used for the call or channel interaction.
Skill group can be [None] or [Default] for calls that
do not use a skill group.

When a callback is requested, a new session ID is
created for the callback and it is linked to the
original session, which then becomes the Parent
Session once a follow-up session is created for the
same request.

[Default] used for calls transferred to an available
agent regardless of skill group.
[None] sometimes used for manual calls and
callbacks.
Social

FRC TIME

HH:MM:SS

First Resolution Complete time. Elapsed time
between Agent accepting a Chat session and the
first response sent to the contact.

HANDLE TIME

HH:MM:SS

Create handle time for media engagement.
Handle time = Initial Response Time + Progress Time
+ Resolution Time
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Social
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Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

INTERACTION TYPE

<alphanumeric>

Indicates the source of the interaction, such as,
Facebook, Twitter, blog, email, or others.

MEDIA TYPE

<text>

Type of IVR that you choose in the Interactive Voice
Response tab of Step 7 of the report creation wizard:
Voice or Visual IVR. In the report, you see the count
for the selected option.

OUTREACH IND

<alphanumeric>

Indicators for Positive, Negative, and Neutral rating.

PROGRESS TIME

HH:MM:SS

Time span between Time of Assignment and the
beginning time stamp of the last open disposition
for a text engagement. Multiple dispositions may
occur for any text engagement request. Progress
time indicates how long items are actively worked
from the Time of Assignment until Closing

QUEUE TIME

HH:MM:SS

Duration of a call time spent in all queues (skill
transfer modules, agent transfer modules, etc.) prior
to being answered by an agent, abandoned by the
caller, or disconnected by the system.

RESOLUTION TIME

HH:MM:SS

Indicates total time to resolution of an interaction.

WORK ITEM STATUS

<text>

Indicates status of individual items handled by an
agent.
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Description of the Columns in the Text Data Source
Field Group
(Reporting Category)

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

Time

DATE

YYYY/MM/dd

Date of list record create time. The date a contact
record was added to the list.

DATE AND HOUR

EEE, dd MMM YYYY
HH:00

Create time date and hour.

DAY OF MONTH

<number>

Create time day of month <1 - 31>.

DAY OF WEEK

<text>

Create time day <Sunday - Saturday>.

END TIME

HH:MM:ss

End time stamp.

HALF HOUR

HH:00 or HH:30

Aggregate of every 30 minutes. Useful for viewing
data in 30 minute intervals in custom reports.

HOUR

HH:00

Create time hour.

HOUR OF DAY

HH

Create time hour of day <00 - 23>.

MONTH

<text>

Create time month <January - December>.

QUARTER HOUR

HH:00 or HH:15 or
HH:30, or HH:45

Aggregate of every 15 minutes. Useful for viewing
data in 15 minute intervals in custom reports.

TIME

HH:MM:SS

List record create time.

TIMESTAMP

EEE, dd MMM YYYY
HH:mm:ss

List record create time stamp.

Time
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Agent

Text Interaction
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Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

YEAR

YYYY

Create time year.

AGENT

<text>

Agent user name.

AGENT FIRST NAME

<text>

Agent’s first name

AGENT GROUP

<text>

Agent’s group. When agents belong to multiple
groups, the first associated group is displayed.

AGENT LAST NAME

<text>

Agent’s last name

AGENT NAME

<text>

Agent’s first and last name, concatenated.

ACCOUNT NAME

<text>

Name of account.

CAMPAIGN

<text>

Campaign name associated to the interaction.

COUNTER

<numeric>

Counts the call record. One entry for each call. In
Summary or Matrix reports, counters are summed
by engagement type or agent.

CUSTOMER ID

<alphanumeric>

Unique identifier assigned to a customer.

CUSTOMER NAME

<text>

Name of customer.

DISPOSITION

<text>

Disposition assigned to the interaction, either by an
agent using custom dispositions or by the system
using system dispositions.

ENGAGE STATUS

<text>

Contact engage status.

FROM

<text>

interaction originator.
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Field Group
(Reporting Category)
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Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

INTERACTION ID

<text>

Unique identifier assigned to the interaction.

INTERACTION TYPE

<alphanumeric>

Type of interaction.

MEDIA SOURCE

<alphanumeric>

Source of the data based in Five9 or a vendor.
Example: Five9 or WebAnalytics.

MEDIA SUBTYPE

<text>

Applies to CHAT. Possible values:
• Standard: User choice or User initiated
• Proactive: Triggering algorithms initiated
• Preview: Agent initiated
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MEDIA TYPE

<text>

Media associated with this interaction.

MEDIA VENDOR

<text>

Vendor for media.

OUTREACH IND

<alphanumeric>

indicators for positive, negative, and neutral rating.

PARENT SESSION
GUID

<alphanumeric>

Global unique parent session identifier. When a
callback is requested a new session ID is created for
the callback and it is linked to the original session,
which then becomes the Parent Session once a
follow-up session is created for the same request.

SKILL

<text>

Skill group that is used for the interaction. Skill
group can be [None] or [Default] for interactions
that do not use a skill group.

TO

<text>

Recipient of multichannel interaction.
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Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

TRANSCRIPT LINK

<text>

URL for transcript associated with interaction.

WORK ITEM STATUS

<text>

Status of individual items handled by an agent.

AFTER CHAT WORK

HH:mm:ss

Time that agent spends after chat work (wrap up).

CHAT ACCEPTED

0 = False

Chat interaction accepted by agent. Possible values:

1 = True

• 0 = False or Not Ready

- (dash) = N/A

• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable

CHAT REJECTED

0 = False

Chat interaction rejected by agent.

1 = True

• 0 = False or Not Ready

- (dash) = N/A

• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable
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CHAT TIME

HH:mm:ss

Duration of chat session.

DECISION TIME

HH:mm:ss

Duration of time it took to engage (sent an invitation
to contact). This metric is computed from Start of
the interaction to engaged, or dismissed.

EMAIL QUEUE TIME

HH:mm:ss

Email time spent in queues (skill transfer module,
agent transfer module, etc.) before being answered
by an agent.
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Field Group
(Reporting Category)
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Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

ENGAGED

0 = False

Agent engages contact.

1 = True

• 0 = False or Not Ready

- (dash) = N/A

• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable

FCR TIME

Text Statistics

HH:mm:ss

Elapsed time for interactions receiving a disposition
to reflect First Call Resolution when the item is
resolved in the first response.

FIRST RESPONSE TIME HH:mm:ss

Time elapsed for a first response.

FROM

<text>

Interaction originator.

HANDLE TIME

HH:MM:SS

Create handle time for media engagement.
Handle time = Initial Response Time + Progress Time
+ Resolution Time.

INTERACTION TIME

HH:mm:ss

Elapsed time of media interaction.

PREVIEW ENGAGED

0 = False
1 = True

Agent previews interaction information and engages
contact.

- (dash) = N/A

• 0 = False or Not Ready
• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable

PREVIEW TIME
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HH:mm:ss

Duration of time to engage (send an invitation) to
contact.
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(Reporting Category)
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Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

PROACTIVE OFFERS

<numeric>

Captures the final offer that was accepted by the
contact. For example, if chat was offered three times
and the invitation was accepted after the third
invitation, this field displays 3. If the chat offer is
never accepted, the Chat Log Report contains no
record. However, the chat offer is captured in the
Chat Offer Report.

PROGRESS TIME

HH:mm:ss

Time for interaction to progress through the system.

QUEUE TIME

HH:mm:ss

Duration of a call time spent in all queues (skill
transfer modules, agent transfer modules, etc.)
before being transferred to an agent.

RESOLUTION TIME

HH:mm:ss

Time elapsed for a full resolution.

SKILL

<text>

TIME TILL ACCEPT

HH:mm:ss

Queue wait time before interaction is accepted by
an agent.

TRANSFERRED TO
AGENT

0 = False
1 = True

Interactions transferred by an agent to an agent at
least once.

- (dash) = N/A

• 0 = False or Not Ready
• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable
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Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

TRANSFERRED TO
CAMPAIGN

0 = False
1 = True

Interactions transferred by an agent to a campaign
at least once.

- (dash) = N/A

• 0 = False or Not Ready
• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable

TRANSFERRED TO
SKILL

1 = True

Interactions transferred by an agent to a skill at least
once.

- (dash) = N/A

• 0 = False or Not Ready

0 = False

• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable
TRANSFERS

Null or 1

Flag indicating an interaction was transferred.

VIDEO TIME

HH:mm:ss

Duration of video session.

WITHDRAWN

0 = False

Interaction offer withdrawn.

1 = True

• 0 = False or Not Ready

- (dash) = N/A

• 1 = True or Ready
• dash (-) = not applicable
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Field Group
(Reporting Category)

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

Time

DATE

YYYY/MM/dd

Date of list record create time. The date a contact
record was added to the list.

DATE AND HOUR

EEE, dd MMM YYYY
HH:00

Create time date and hour.

DAY OF MONTH

<number>

Create time day of month <1 - 31>.

DAY OF WEEK

<text>

Create time day <Sunday - Saturday>.

END TIME

HH:MM:SS

List engagement end time stamp.

HALF HOUR

HH:00 or HH:30

Aggregate of every 30 minutes. Useful for viewing
data in 30 minute intervals in custom reports.

HOUR

HH:00

Create time hour.

HOUR OF DAY

HH

Create time hour of day <00 - 23>.

MONTH

<text>

Create time month <January - December>.

QUARTER HOUR

HH:00 or HH:15 or
HH:30, or HH:45

Aggregate of every 15 minutes. Useful for viewing
data in 15 minute intervals in custom reports.

TIME

HH:MM:SS

List record create time.

TIMESTAMP

EEE, dd MMM YYYY
HH:mm:ss

List record create time stamp.
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Field Group
(Reporting Category)

Calls

Visual IVR Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

YEAR

YYYY

Create time year.

ABANDONED

0 = False

Calls abandoned from queue. For inbound calls, it is
set to 1 when the calling party disconnects while in
queue. For outbound calls, it is set to 1 when the
called party answered but an agent was not
connected to the call prior to the configured queue
timeout.

1 = True
- (dash) = N/A
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AFTER CALL WORK
TIME

HH:mm:ss

Duration of time an agent spends in after call work
(wrap up).

ANI

<phone number>

Phone number of the calling party.

BILL TIME (ROUNDED) HH:mm:ss

Same as Duration but rounded based on billing
plan.

CALL ID

<number>

Unique identifier of the call, increments with each
call. More readable identifier than SESSION ID.

CALL TIME

HH:MM:SS

Duration of a call from its connection to its
disconnect and/or disposition.

CALL TYPE

<text>

Type of call (Table Reference: Call Types).

CALLS

<number>

Number of calls. Useful for calculations in custom
reports such as number of calls for a time period,
for each agent, or for each disposition.

CAMPAIGN

<text>

Campaign Name.
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Field Group
(Reporting Category)

Visual IVR Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

CONFERENCES

<number>

Number of times a call included a conference
participant.

COST

0 = False

Calls that have a non-zero TALK TIME.

1 = True
- (dash) = N/A
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CUSTOMER NAME

<text>

Full name of contact record associated with the call.

DISPOSITION

<text>

Disposition set for a call.

DNIS

<phone number>

Phone number of the called party.

HOLD TIME

HH:mm:ss

Total time the agent places a contact on hold.

HOLDS

<number>

Number of times a call is placed on hold.

PARKS

<number>

Number of times a call is parked.

RECORDINGS

<text>

All recording files associated with a call. Displayed
as links with the time and duration of the recording
as follows: HH:MM:SS (MM:SS).

RING TIME

HH:MM:SS

Total duration of time a call spent ringing on the
agent(s') phone(s). Manual calls and preview calls
do not have any ring time.

SESSION ID

<text>

Unique ID number assigned to the call.

TALK TIME

HH:MM:SS

Agent talk time. Duration starting from delivery to
agent to disconnect/hang-up.
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(Reporting Category)

Visual Media
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Visual IVR Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

TRANSFERS

<number>

Number of transfers for a call. Value is incremented
when any of the following transfers occur: Agent to
Agent/Skill/3rd party, IVR to 3rd Party.

IVR COST

<number>

Total post-tax cost for the time a call spends in the
IVR.

IVR PATH

<text>

The number called, followed by the IVR greeting
and Sequence of IVR scripts and modules engaged
for a call, separated by colons.

IVR TIME

HH:mm:ss

Duration of IVR time for a call.

MEDIA DISPOSITION

<text>

Indicates the disposition assigned to the
interaction.

MEDIA ID

<text>

Disposition set for a call.

MEDIA TYPE

<text>

Type of IVR that you choose in the Interactive Voice
Response tab of Step 7 of the report creation
wizard: Voice or Visual IVR. In the report, you see
the count for the selected option.

QUEUE CALLBACK

<alphanumeric>

The phone number the agent will use to return the
callback request.

QUEUE WAIT TIME

<text>

Skill associated with a call.
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Worksheet Data Source
Field Group
(Reporting Category)

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

Agent

AGENT

<text>

Agent user name

AGENT EMAIL

<text>

Agent’s email

AGENT FIRST NAME

<text>

Agent first name.

AGENT GROUP

<text>

Agent's group. When agents belong to multiple
groups, the first-associated group is displayed.

AGENT LAST NAME

<text>

Agent last name.

AGENT NAME

<text>

Agent first and last name, concatenated.

EXTENSION

<text>

Extension of the agent setting the disposition.

DATE

YYYY/MM/dd

Date of call create time

DATE AND HOUR

EEE, dd MMM YYYY
HH:00

Create time date and hour

DAY OF MONTH

<number>

Create time day of month <1 - 31>

DAY OF WEEK

<text>

Create time day <Sunday - Saturday>

HALF HOUR

HH:00 or HH:30

Aggregate of every 30 minutes. Useful for viewing
data in 30-minute intervals in custom reports.

Time
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Worksheet

Calls
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Worksheet Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

HOUR

HH:00

Create time hour

HOUR OF DAY

HH

Create time hour of day <00 - 23>

MONTH

<text>

Create time month <January - December>

QUARTER HOUR

HH:00, HH:15, HH:30,
or HH:45

Aggregate of every 15 minutes. Useful for viewing
data in 15-minute intervals in custom reports.

TIME

HH:MM:SS

Call create time.

TIME INTERVAL

HH:mm:ss - HH:mm:ss

Calculated based on the associated duration
column. For example, if HANDLE TIME is selected
with 1-minute intervals, the resulting data would
include values such as 00:00:00 - 00:01:00, 00:01:00
- 00:02:00, etc.

TIMESTAMP

EEE, dd MMM YYYY
HH:mm:ss

Call create time stamp

YEAR

YYYY

Create time year

Worksheet question

<text>

Each question has its own column.

WORKSHEET
COMPLETION TIME

HH:MM:SS

Duration of time to complete worksheet.

WORKSHEET ID

<number>

Unique identifier for a worksheet.

CALL ID

<number>

Unique identifier of the call, increments with each
call. More readable identifier than SESSION ID.
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Worksheet Data Source

Field Name
(Column Heading)

Output Format

Description

CALL TIMESTAMP

EEE, dd MMM YYYY
HH:mm:ss

Call create time stamp

CALL TYPE

<text>

Type of call (Table Reference: Call Type)

CALLS

<number>

Number of calls. Useful for calculations in custom
reports such as number of calls for a time period,
for each agent, or for each disposition.

CAMPAIGN

<text>

Campaign name

CAMPAIGN TYPE

<text>

Inbound, outbound, or autodial.

CONTACT ID

<number>

Unique identifier for a contact record.

CUSTOMER NAME

<text>

First and last name for a contact record.

DISPOSITION

<text>

Disposition set for a call.

HANDLE TIME

HH:MM:SS

Duration of TALK TIME + AFTER CALL WORK TIME.

LIST NAME

<text>

Name of the list associated with a call, if any.

RECORDINGS

<text>

All recording files associated to a call. Displayed as
links to the files with the time and duration of the
recording as follows: HH:MM:SS (MM:SS).

TALK TIME PRIOR TO
WORKSHEET START

HH:MM:SS

Difference between the worksheet start time and
the start time for the agent that completed the
worksheet.
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Use these tables to find definitions and other details about reporting elements of the data sources used to generate reports.
Call Types
Call Segment Events and Terms
IVR Module Types
Campaign Statistics
Call Details (Call Log)

Call Types
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Call Type

Description

Manual

Calls initiated manually by agents, using the Make Call dialog.

Outbound

Calls originated by the dialer from an Outbound Campaign.

Autodial

Calls originated by dialer from an Autodial Campaign.

Preview

Contact preview sessions, including any calls, originated by an Outbound Campaign running in Preview Dialing
Mode.
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Call Types

Call Type

Description

Inbound

Calls processed by Inbound Campaigns.

Station

Call legs created for agents connecting to PSTN stations.

Forward

Call legs created when a call is forwarded to an agent’s alternative phone number because the agent is not
logged into the Five9 Agent Application.

3rd party transfer

Call legs created when a Transfer to a 3rd party is initiated by an agent or IVR script.

3rd party conference Call legs created when a Conference with a 3rd party is initiated by an agent or IVR script.
Test manual

Training calls that are initiated by Supervisors (Send Test Call to an agent).

Test outbound

Sample calls originated by the emulated dialer from an Outbound Campaign running in Training Mode.

Test preview

Sample contact preview sessions originated from an Outbound Campaign running in Preview Dialing Mode and
Training Mode.

Internal

Calls between two agents on the same domain.

Skill call

Calls initiated manually by agents, using the Make Call dialog, to skill groups

Internal voice mail

Processing of skill voice mail from an Internal Call made by an agent.

Inbound voice mail

Processing of skill voice mail from an Inbound Call.

Outbound voice mail Processing of skill voice mail from an Outbound Call (if using an IVR Script for queue time expiration or
answering machine detection) or an Autodial Call.
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Call Segment Events and Terms

Call Segment Events and Terms
Hold

Switched Not Ready

Retrieve from Hold

Error While Dialing

Park

Rejected

Retrieve from Park

Ring-No-Answer

Consult

Consult Initiated Force Stop

Conference

Conference

Call merge

Transfer to IVR

Warm Transfer

Transfer to Skill

Leave Conference

Transfer to Agent

Skill Transfer

Transfer to 3d party

Incoming Call

Silent Monitoring

Originating Call

Whisper Coaching

Answered

Barge In

Disconnected

Incoming voice mail

Ring Timeout

Hold

Queue Timeout
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IVR Module Types

IVR Module Types
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Agent/Voice Mail Transfer

Play

Answering Machine

Query

Case

Set DNC

Contact Update

Set Variable

Extension Transfer

Skill Transfer

Foreign Script

Start On Hangup

Get Digits

3rd Party Transfer

Hangup

Voice mail Transfer

If/Else

Input Menu

Incoming Call

Voice Input

Iterator

Conference

Lookup Contact Record

System Info
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Campaign Statistics
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Data Source

Output Format

Description

RECORD COUNTER

1

Useful for calculations in custom reports

AGENT

<text>

Agent user name

CAMPAIGN

<text>

Campaign Name

TOTAL CALLS

<number>

Total calls made for the time period. Includes all call types

TOTAL CALLS (%)

<number %>

Percentage of total calls for the group selected in the report wizard

CALLS PER HOUR

<number>

Calls processed by the campaign per hour. Number of calls divided by hour
component of the report duration

SESSIONS/CONNECTED

<number>

Calls connected to an agent

SESSIONS/CONNECTED
(%)

<number %>

Percentage of group

CONNECTED PER HOUR

<number>

Calls connected to an agent in 60 minute intervals

WORKSHEETS

<number>

Total number of worksheets completed for time period

WORKSHEETS (%)

<number %>

Percentage of group

WORKSHEETS PER HOUR

<number>

Worksheets created in 60 minute intervals

COMMENTS FILLED

<number>

Number of calls with comments entered by agents. Comments are call notes
entered by the agent

HANDLE TIME

HH:mm:ss

Agent call processing time. TALK TIME plus AFTER CALL WORK TIME
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Campaign Statistics

Data Source

Output Format

Description (Continued)

HANDLE (%)

<number %>

Talk time plus wrap-up time divided by the number of calls relative to logged on
time

TALK TIME

HH:mm:ss

Agent talk time

TALK (%)

<number %>

Talk time divided by the number of calls relative to logged on time

AFTER-CALL WORK TIME

HH:mm:ss

After-call work time or post-call processing time. Duration starts at call
disconnect/hang-up and ends when the agent dispositions the call

WRAPUP (%)

<number %>

After-call work time divided by the number of calls relative to logged on time

MANUAL DIALING TIME

HH:mm:ss

Duration starting from call delivery to call disposition for manual calls

MANUAL DIALING (%)

<number %>

Total manual dialing time divided by logged on time

LOGGED ON

HH:mm:ss

Total time the agent is logged in to the system for all campaigns

COST

<number>

Cost incurred by calls for the campaign. Billing time X billing rate

DOLLARS PER SESSION/
CONNECTED

<number>

Cost per call generated by calls that were delivered to agents

DOLLARS PER HOUR

<number>

Call costs incurred on an hourly interval

MINUTES PER SESSION/
CONNECTED

HH:mm:ss

Minutes per call for calls delivered to agents
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Call Details (Call Log)

Call Details (Call Log)
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Data Source

Output Format

Description

3RD PARTY TALK TIME

HH:mm:ss

Amount of time that the third parties remain talking after a Five9 agent
transferred the call or left a conference

CALLS

1

Useful for calculations in custom reports such as number of calls for a time period

TIMESTAMP

EEE, dd MMM YYYY
HH:mm:ss

Call create time

DATE

YYYY/MM/dd

Date of call create time

MONTH

<text>

Create time month <January - December>

DAY OF WEEK

<text>

Create time day <Sunday - Saturday>

DAY OF MONTH

<number>

Create time day of month <1 - 31>

HOUR

HH:00

Create time hour

HALF_HOUR

HH:00 or HH:30

Aggregate of every 30 minutes. Useful for viewing data in 30 minute intervals in
custom reports

QUARTER_HOUR

HH:00 or HH:15 or
HH:30 or HH:45

Aggregate of every 15 minutes. Useful for viewing data in 15 minute intervals in
custom reports

HOUR OF DAY

HH

Create time hour of day <00 - 23>

DATE AND HOUR

EEE, dd MMM YYYY
HH:00

Create time date and hour

YEAR

YYYY

Create time year
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Output Format

Description

CALL TYPE

<text>

Type of call (Table Reference: Call Type)

RATE

<number>

Minute rate for call

COST

<number>

Cost of call (rate X billing time)

ANI

<phone number>

Number broadcasted by the caller to the called party. Example: 9252012000

ANI COUNTRY CODE

<number>

Country code of the ANI number that represents the country of the calling party.
1 is used for numbers in the North America Calling Plan

ANI AREA CODE

<number>

Area code of the ANI. Area Code for International Numbers (City Code) is
displayed only if City Code is defined in the international rate plan

DNIS

<phone number>

Phone number of the dialed party. For outbound campaigns the DNIS is the
number dialed by the dialer. For inbound campaigns the DNIS is the number
associated to the campaign

DNIS COUNTRY CODE

<number>

Country code of the DNIS number that represents the country code of the dialed
telephone number. 1 is used for numbers in the North America Calling Plan

DNIS AREA CODE

<number>

Area code of DNIS number. Area code for international numbers (city code) is
displayed only if city code is defined in the international rate plan

CAMPAIGN

<text>

Campaign Name

SKILL

<text>

Skill Group used for the call. Can be [None] or [Default] for calls that do not use a
skill group.
• [Default]: Calls transferred to any available agent regardless of skill group.
• [None]: Manual calls and callbacks

AGENT

165

<text>

Agent User Name
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Output Format

Description

DEST AGENT

<text>

Destination Agent. For internal calls, the called agent is listed as the DEST AGENT

DISPOSITION

<text>

Disposition assigned to the call either by an agent, using Custom Dispositions, or
by the System, utilizing System Dispositions

DURATION

HH:mm:ss

Total length of the call. Starts when call is connected and ends at call disconnect
(hang-up).
Includes the queue time before the agent accepts the call but does not include
dialing time.
Includes hold time
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BILL TIME

HH:mm:ss

Same as Duration but rounded based on billing plan

TALK TIME

HH:mm:ss

Duration starting from delivery to agent up to disconnect/hang-up. Excluding hold
time

HOLD TIME

HH:mm:ss

Total time the agent places a contact on hold

AFTER-CALL WORK TIME

HH:mm:ss

After-call work time or post-call processing time. Duration starts at call
disconnect/hang- up and ends when the agent dispositions the call

HANDLE TIME

HH:mm:ss

Duration agent processes the call. TALK TIME plus AFTER CALL WORK TIME (wrapup time)

QUEUE TIME

HH:mm:ss

Total time the call spent in IVR/ACD queue. Typically the time spent in a skill
group queue

MANUAL DIALING TIME

HH:mm:ss

Time taken for agent to initiate and complete a manual call. HANDLE TIME +
SETUP TIME for manual call
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Output Format

Description

SERVICE LEVEL

0 = False

Calculated based on the Minimum Time (MT) and Speed of Answer (SA)
parameters which are defined in the KPI tab of the administrator’s VCC menu
Actions > Configure.

1 = True
- (dash) = N/A

• 1: queue time is in the range MT to SA.
• 0: queue time is more than SA.
Abandoned Calls with queue time less than minimum time are not included in the
calculation.

SESSION ID

<text>

Unique ID number assigned to the call

DROPPED

0 = False

Call with Abandon Disposition. Either dialer abandoned calls or calls hung-up
while waiting in queue

1 = True
- (dash) = N/A
CONTACT

0 = False
1 = True

All Calls that do not have disposition as Do Not Call, Recycle, Caller Disconnected,
Transferred to 3rd Party, Internal Call

- (dash) = N/A
IVR FLOW

<text>

Path for the call in the inbound IVR script

COUNTRY

<text>

Country of DNIS for outbound call, manual call, auto dialer call or outbound voice
mail.
Country of ANI for inbound
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COMMENTS

<text>

Notes or comments entered by agent in the Comments field during a call

SPEED OF ANSWER

HH:mm:ss

Queue duration for answered calls (calls delivered to agents). Abandoned calls
with queue time less than minimum time are not included in the calculation
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